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Introduction
Why have a writing style guide?
Because professional writing for the media and other publishing outlets demands a degree of
uniformity, otherwise the use of capital letters, dates, numbers, text layout, paragraph breaks,
punctuation, grammar and spelling would vary so much everything would be a mess.
Look at what happens on the internet sometimes – no rules = mess.
"Style" comes from the Latin for "pen" and that sense has been extended to "the way in which
something is written or done".
Newspapers, magazines and book publishing houses usually have some form of “house” style guide - a
set of rules for language usage.
Styles vary among publishing groups and even between two publications within a group.
Style can reflect a publisher's idiosyncratic preferences: for example, one newspaper's style of using
"given" names for tropical cyclones (before weather authorities named them) was reversed overnight
when the latest storm had the same name as the proprietor's wife.
Senior publishing and media staff tend to base their first professional judgment about new recruits on
how "clean" their copy (writing) looks. Get this right and you’re guaranteed a head-start.
So, the aim of this style guide is to assist non-fiction beginners present written material that meets
professional media standards.
Although fiction writers will probably ignore this kind of guide - since it might affect creativity, and
their efforts will be sorted out by publishers (who will take a bigger cut for having to do so) – a little
style advice ought to help them produce fiction work that looks accomplished (and readable).
Since there is some variation in professional writing standards, compiling this guide required an
"averaging out" of existing style guides used by publishers over several decades in English-language
countries (especially current and former British Commonwealth nations).
There are some marked differences between UK-influenced countries and the United States and
countries within its orbit. These are noted briefly in the guide.
This century has seen great change brought on by the free-wheeling online publishing environment,
where one end of the continuum eschews rules altogether (a bit like the English language education
system for a while there).
The growing exposure of readers and writers to conflicting modes and various versions of so-called
“standard English” – in advertising, marketing, broadcasting, popular music, special interest group
jargon, internet publishing, online threads, etc – has obscured clear definitions of usage and style.
That and an inadequate understanding of language structure among some newcomers to writing, have
made it necessary to broaden the scope of this guide. And maybe relax a little (just a little, mind).
This guide is not a substitute for dictionaries or grammar reference books.
For many writers, it should be more consistent than online aides to grammar, spelling, synonyms and
style, because those tend to lean towards the “colonisation” of English language by the likes of
Microsoft, Apple and other software companies.
BUT…a warning: aficionados of English “as she ought to be writ” will debate until the sun sets
whether one form of usage is more correct than another. So be prepared to disagree with what follows.
Now, a word about writing genres: what do we mean by “genre”?
It sounds pretentious, but it’s employed here as a technical term for forms of writing that differ largely
because of where they end up – in online news formats, in newspapers, in fiction and non-fiction books,
and in reports produced by government departments and companies.

At a stretch, you could include school essays and university exam scripts, although just what education is
doing with writing has long been a mystery to those of us confronted with the reality of publishing for
general consumption.
In my own case, I realised how little I knew about writing English when my first news stories were torn
apart and put back together by newspaper subeditors.
A vanishing breed, subeditors (subs) always prided themselves with knowledge of how our language
ought to be used in a stripped-down form, its embellishments removed to enhance clarity.
Their ministrations to the uneven work of generations of reporters was led by an aspiration to make any
piece of writing easily read by a mythical 11-year-old.
As the world’s print news media has shrunk before the growth of online publishing, subs (and proofreaders before them) have been largely dispensed with as an unsustainable cost.
Whereas half a century ago nothing appeared in print without half a dozen pairs of eyes checking its
provenance, accuracy and clarity, these days most news reports appear with only one sub (or even none)
having checked it. Mistakes abound.
In the world of today’s print media management, this is the age of “get it right first time”. That’s a futile
aim, because nobody (certainly me included) can produce a piece of writing in one go without committing
language errors.
Lack of clarity is also likely in first drafts, which need either a period of “cooking” (a few hours,
preferably a day) or another set of eyes reading the work cold. I read my newspaper columns out loud to
my long-suffering wife, a helpful process. And if she falls asleep, I know I’ve missed the mark.
Another helpful method is uploading the piece to another computer device. I’m always surprised at what
happens when I write something on my desktop PC, save it as a pdf file, then upload it on my iPad. Errors
leap out.
I read of a novelist who rewrote each sentence up to 130 times before he was satisfied it did its job. He was
lucky to get a few hundred words written in a day, and took a decade to produce one of his million-word
trilogies. He wrote fiction, but the point applies to any writing genre.
The following are examples of writing genres this style guide is intended to help:

News reports
These are meant to be short, neutral accounts that increase in detail as they unfold. That enables potential
readers to sample the introductory paragraphs (pars) – along with the headline and any accompanying
images – and decide if they will read on.
The brevity of a news account is related to the fact it competes for each day’s news media space with
many others. It’s said a modern news story could cover the second coming of Christ in eight pars, 12 if
sources provided suitably arresting quotes.
Quotes attributed to sources make up the bulk of a typical news story, since the idea of this genre is to
provide a summary of what relevant sources are saying about an event or topic.
The introductory paragraphs are likely to be a summary of what sources have said.
In its “pure” form, the news story does not include the reporter’s own opinion, although decisions about
emphasis and order of information are the reporter’s work.
Further changes are likely to be made by others prior to publication, a process driven inherently by the
personal judgements of those doing the editing.
Research shows such input is consistent: copy editors (the US term for subs) were studied over two
decades at one major newspaper and the decisions they made about emphasis and the order of facts in
stories showed little variation over time.

Feature articles
This is a much longer piece of writing (usually 2000 words, but as much as 10,000) that reflects a writer’s
time investment in research and interviewing of sources, and efforts to analyse the resulting data.
The feature is a more indepth portrait of a topic or person, in contrast to the news story’s quick look.
While including longer versions of the news story’s attributed quotes, features may also have “colour” –
the writer’s observations of scenes, events and people – and conclusions drawn from the writer’s analysis.

Columns, editorials, reviews and other opinion pieces
These differ markedly from the supposed neutrality of news writing because they are the writer’s opinion.
Here, the first-person pronoun (“I”) may be used (although not in editorials, the “corporate” viewpoint of a
publishing organisation, rather than an individual).
Viewpoints backed with evidence and examples tend to be more effective. Colour, description, anecdote
and other devices give impact to such writing.
Another form of opinion writing is the review in which a writer with expert knowledge proffers a critique
of a performance or product, as in sport, the arts, film, music, books and others.

Other media content
Photo captions are an important art that has deteriorated over the last decade or so, which is odd given the
increased importance of images in online publication. Effective captions identify the people in images, as
well as explain what might be happening.
This guide may assist advertising feature writers required to produce copy on ad-related topics like travel,
real estate, cars, entertainment and similar promotional arenas. Although it’s not necessarily intended, the
guide might also benefit the writers of advertising text.
The guide is not aimed at script-writing, video commentary, radio bulletins and other writing genres that
include an element of performance by a presenter.

Other non-fiction writing
This includes report writing of the kind churned out in its millions of words by public servants and
company employees. Aside from legal constraints (too often used as an excuse for wordiness), there is no
reason such writers should ignore guidelines aimed at the production of clear, simple prose.

Fiction
This is treacherous territory for the style pedant, but it shouldn’t be. Writing done in accordance with
roughly agreed standards of clarity, grammar, word use, punctuation and spelling is surely better able to
support creativity than writing that ignores the basic rules.
The readers of fiction are the same people who daily consume media publication in all its forms, so why
would they be drawn to writing that has lost its way in terms of technical form?

Social media
Chaotic writing has become firmly entrenched in social media like Twitter and Facebook, where people
feel few of the constraints dictated by guardians of style like me. That’s good in the sense that those with
only a tenuous grasp of language and writing are not denied the chance to express themselves.
But as the volume has grown, so too has the relief still offered by those charged with finding order in
events and communicating about it in a way that is more digestible, simply because it does adhere to some
sort of convention.

SECTION 1: Quick-look guide
1 Test yourself
So, you’re confident you know how to use language, grammar and punctuation?
Check your knowledge with this test. For 25 years (until 2013) I used it with journalism students on the first day of
my teaching programme – and the average score was 2/10. When I tested it on automatic online grammar-checking
programmes, not one of the dozen I tried got more than three right – and all got the same three. Microsoft Word
scored one correct answer.
Each of the following sentences has an error. If you can see what it is, write a correct version:
1 Tied to the mast, the moon shone down on me.
2 The team have been playing poorly.
3 The shop is closed, we will have to go into town.
4 The parents cars were parked illegally.
5 He was only told to take one cake.
6 I would of thought this was most unusual.
7 Each student was asked to hand in their clipping books.
8 One should always dress up before you go to a formal dinner.
9 None of the players are committed to winning the title.
10 Less than 200 people turned up to the concert.
ANSWERS
1 When I was tied to the mast, the moon shone down on me.
2 The team has been playing poorly.
3 The shop is closed. We will have to go into town.
4 The parents’ cars were parked illegally.
5 He was told to take only one cake.
6 I would have thought this was most unusual.
7 Students were asked to hand in their clipping books.
8 You should always dress up before you go to a formal dinner.
9 None of the players is committed to winning the title.
10 Fewer than 200 people turned up to the concert.

The importance of getting it right
When I went back into the media industry for a brief stint in 2004 as acting chief reporter of the Sunday StarTimes, I found the paper was always late coming off the press because of a high error rate in reporters’
stories.
Page proofs would be a sea of red ink as subeditors struggled to deal with poorly written copy.
The solution turned out to be relatively simple. I noted the most common problems and gave a list to the
reporting staff, asking them to take more care.
Within a couple of months, the problem vanished.
Here’s the memo I wrote to the reporters (all of whom were experienced, by the way):

13 THINGS ABOUT YOUR WRITING
The amount of work needed on a news story before it makes the grade should, in my opinion, be minimised as
much as possible, since every change made increases the risk of a new error being introduced.
From my first fortnight in the job (not long, admittedly) I noted a few things that - if followed by reporters could make the story handling process easier, quicker and less risky:

1.

Tenses

We follow the standard past-tense reported-speech style - indirect quotes are in past tense. However, there are
parts of a story that can be in present tense:
• The intro - to add urgency.
• The opening indirect quote, including the attribution verb (ie: "says") - again, to add urgency.
• Any parts of the story that are your (the reporter's) summary.
This all means that you will be moving in and out of present and past, a complicated matter.
Take a careful look at what is appearing in the paper and if there are changes from what you originally wrote,
note them.
Another general rule that helps is: after one paragraph of present tense used for your first source at the top of
the story, move into past tense reported speech.
For example:
Gnome painters are fed up with the quality of paint they're expected to use in their work on the
country's 20,000 garden gnomes.
Painters are on the verge of striking over the issue, says Resene Paints head painter Michael Small.
Now move to past tense:
"We're sick of having to use low quality acrylic paint," he said at yesterday's gnome painters of New
Zealand annual convention in Auckland.
If the issue was not resolved within a fortnight the 100 members of the gnome painters union would
strike, he said.

2.

Second paragraphs

Too many second paragraphs that are impenetrable - they begin with the title and name of a source, meaning
a line of caps and proper nouns that is a strong deterrent to the reader.
For example:
Par 1: Intro
Par 2: The general manager of the Union Steamship Company in New Zealand, Ronald Palenski, says
the poor state of navigational aids around the country's coastal waters has increased the risk of a ship
wreck.
The solution is simple: usually all you need to do is begin with the quote and end with the attribution:
Par 1: Intro
Par 2: The poor state of navigational aids around the country's coastal waters has increased the risk of
a ship wreck, says Union Steamship Company New Zealand general manager Ronald Palenski.

3.

Attribution

Following on from the example above, subsequent sources must be identified at the start of the first sentence
in which they are quoted.
The reader needs to be told that a new voice has been introduced - this quote is not a continuation of the
previous source. While this sounds trivial, it makes a vital contribution to the aim of keeping the reader
engaged.
The last thing you want is the reader having to pause because of confusion about speakers. Many will give up
and move on.
Employing this strategy means you must start any new source with an indirect quote, otherwise the punctuation
gets too complicated. The next one after that can be a direct quote.
For example:
Par 3: Blah, blah, blah, said Palenski.
Par 4: Maritime Safety Authority director Bill Moyes said blah, blah.
Par 5: "We're working on fixing the aids," said Moyes. "We think it'll all be sorted by the end of the
year."
Note something else here: I've put “he said” after the first sentence of his direct quote. This is to make it clear
to the reader that it's still Moyes being quoted. Not always necessary, but sometimes advisable in the interests
of clarity.

4.

Verb of attribution

Almost always use "says/said" - it's neutral and therefore safer.

5.

Balance

In contentious stories (and aren't they all) be sure to give a one par summary of the "defendant's" case high up
(maybe par four or five), then roll out that person's full rejoinder at the bottom of your story.
Not doing that means the publication can be accused of not being fair. Remember, many people don't read to
the end of news stories.

6.

Titles

Usually try to shorten people’s work titles and run them without "the" in front, because the latter means you
have to put a comma each side of the name. Note the change made in the example in 2 above.

7.

History and background

In some follow-up stories, a good intro is followed by a par or three of background/history before the intro
angle is further developed.
That's a turn-off for any reader. Concentrate on developing your intro angle at the start of every par, with any
required background added in the form of secondary clauses.
For example: Blah, blah, blah, said Palenski, who was last week implicated in a shipwreck investigation.

8.

Dates

Rarely ever start an intro or a stand-first with a date. It's often a signal to the reader that this story isn't new.
Incidentally, the style for dates is: January 2003. Or: January 7, 2003.

9.

And speaking of commas

They can change the entire meaning of a sentence.
If you are in doubt, read the sentence to yourself and note where you pause slightly - usually that's where a
comma goes.
Almost always - the word "but" in a sentence is preceded by a comma.
Exceptions are sentences like: He would have drowned but for the rescue skills of a surf lifesaver.

10.

Length

Almost every story is too long.
It’s acknowledged that reporters are encouraged to cover every base, and it's useful that the newspaper has
stuff to cut rather than information holes.

But every source should not be allowed to run off at the mouth. Quotes should be fighting to get into a story
on merit and readability.

11.

Abbreviation

It's okay to use abbreviations like "there's" and "they'll" in indirect speech in an intro (it adds pace), but
anywhere else in the story it must be in a direct quote.
In indirect, the correct grammatical use is to write such things in full.
A concession: this once iron-clad rule is weakening as the informality of the internet overwhelms the apparent
need for style. In some less-formal media stories, abbreviated forms can add fluency.
The rule still applies for inflexible news stories from places like court.

12.

Ellipsis

That’s the three dots (note: three). They don’t have a gap either end. Use sparingly, usually to indicate a par of
direct quotes has got some bits left out.

13.

Partial Quotes:

Use these rarely because they’re messy and distracting. Don’t overuse them to indicate something is unusual.
And remember the punctuation: The man said he was “totally sick of the whole thing”.
The full point goes after the closing quotes.

2 Spelling – fast reference
These words are commonly misspelled or used incorrectly. For more about tricky words, check out the full
Word List in Chapter 6, Section 2.

A

abattoir
a lot (not alot)
allot
absence
absorb
absorption
adviser
accessible
accidental
accidentally
accommodate
accommodation
achieved
acknowledge
acknowledgement
acquainted
acquiesce
acquiescence
addresses
admissible
ad nauseam
adrenalin (no “e”)
advise (verb)
advice (noun)
adviser (not advisor)
aerial
affidavit
aficionado
aggravate
aggregate
aging
agreeable
agri-tech, agribusiness
aid
aide (assistant)
alfresco
al-Jazeera
all right (not alright)
amateur
ambience
amok
among
ampersand
analysis
analyses
ancillary
Antarctic
anxiety
app (computer application)
apparent

appearance
appropriate
approximate
Arctic
argument
arrangement
artefact
ascend
asphalt
athletic
audio
auger (digging tool)
augur (foreboding)
automation
autopsy
awful

B

bachelor
back burner
back end
balk (obstruct)
balloted
banister
barbecue
bar mitzvah
basically
bated (breath)
baulk (cushion)
beginning
believed
benefited
beneficial
berserk
birthrate
blacklist
blackspot
blue-collar
board rider
bogey (golf)
bogy (ghost)
bogeyman
bordeaux (wine)
box office
box-office success
boyfriend
breathe (verb)
breath (noun)
breathing
broadleaf
budgeted

budgeting
bungy
bureau (s)
burglar
burgundy (wine)
burned
business
businesslike
buzzword
byelection
byline (name)
byproduct

C

caesarean
calendar
callous
cannot
canvas (art)
canvass (seek votes)
cappuccino
capsize
Caribbean
carmaker
car park
cashcard
Catch-22
category
categories
catfood
CAT scan
ceiling
celsius
cemetery
centre
centring
centres
certain
champagne
chaos
chaotic
chocoholic
choice
choosey
churchgoer
cinema-goer
claret (wine)
clothes
Coca-Cola
colleagues
collectable (thing collected)

collectible (adjective)
college
co-locate
combated
combating
comedienne
coming
commandos
commitment
committee
comparative
compatible
competent
competence
completely
conman
connoisseur
conscientious
conscious
consensus
consistent
convenience
co-operate
co-ordinate (uncoordinated)
correspondent
correspondence
corroborate
countrywide
courteous
courtesy
court martial (singular)
courts martial (plural)
credited
criticism
cursory
czar (drugs)
tsar (Russian)

D

daughter-in-law
deathbed
deceive
descendant
decision-making
defendant
deficient
definite
Democratic Party
Democrats
deny (does not mean refute)
dependent
desirable
desperate
desert (arid area)
dessert (pudding)
deterrent

develop
diphtheria
disappeared
disappointed
disastrous
discipline
discrepancy
dissatisfied
dissociate (not disassociate)
distil
distributor
dogfight
dogfood
do's and don'ts
dossier
downmarket
Down's syndrome
Down Under
dreamt
drink-drive
driver licence
dwarfs

E

earring
Earth (no “the”)
ecstasy
Ecuadorean
educationist
efficient
efficiency
eftpos
eighth
80s (or 1980s)
elbowroom
eliminated
email
embarrassed
embarrassment
emphasise
enormity (wickedness)
enquiry – use inquiry
enrol
enrolled
enrolment
enthusiasm
environment
Equator
equipped
equipment
erroneous
especially
espresso
essential
euro
exaggerated

excellent
exercise
exhilarate
exhort
exigency
exigencies
exhausted
exorbitant
expatriate (not expatriot)
expenses
extramarital
extremely

F

fahrenheit
familiar
Father's Day
fazed (not phased)
feasible
February
fiance (male)
fiancee (female)
50s (or 1950s)
film-maker
film star
financial
firefighter
first aid
first-hand
first-person (pronoun)
firstly
fish hook
flak
flaunt
flout
flight path
flu
focused
focusing
foreign
formula one (racing cars)
forty
40s (or 1940s)
friend
front end
fulfilled
fulfilment
fullback (rugby)
full back (soccer)
fullstop
fullpoint
fulltime (but part-time)
fundraise

G

gaol (use jail)

gauge
gazump
genius
gibe (jeer)
gybe (yachting)
girlfriend
glamour
glamorise
go-ahead (noun)
go ahead (verb)
gobsmacked
goldmine
goldfield
government
Governor-General
governors-general
graffiti
-gram (microgram)
grammar
grandad (British preference)
granddaughter
great-grandfather
grievance
grievous
guard
guardian
gutsful

H

halfback
half-time
halfway
hanged (person)
hung (picture)
hangar (aircraft)
hanger (coat)
hapuku (fish)
harassed
harebrained
headhunted
healthcare
height
haemorrhage
hierarchy
high-profile
hijack
hip-hop
hitman
HIV
home town (noun)
home-town (adjective)
homicide
honorary
honorific
horrendous
hotspot

humorist
humour
humorous
hungry
hurriedly
hypocrisy
hypothesis

I

ifs and buts
immediately
immigrate (to)
emigrate (from)
impact on (transitive verb)
impostor
inadmissible
incidentally
incipient
indepth
independent
indexes
indices (scientific)
indispensable
influential
in-house
inoculate
inoculation
inquiry (not enquiry)
install
instalment
intelligence
international date line
internet
irrelevant
irreparable
irresistible
italicise

J

al-Jazeera
Jacuzzi
jejeune
Jetstar
jewellery
jobseeker
jodhpurs
judgment
just deserts (arguably)

K

kahawai
kerosene
kibbutz
kibbutzim
kick-off
kick-start
kilogram

kilometre
Kmart
kneejerk
knockout
knowhow
knowledge
knowledgeable
kowtow
Ku Klux Klan
kumara
Kyoto Protocol

L

Laager
Labor Party (Aussie)
laid-back
laissez-faire
lama (monk)
llama (animal)
lance-corporal
landfall
landfill
landmine
landslide
landslip
languor
languorous
lap dancer
lap-dancing
laptop
largesse
lawmaker
lawnmower
layout
leader of the Opposition
learned (not learnt, arguably)
led (astray) (not lead)
legroom
Levi's
liaison
licence (noun)
license (verb)
lift-off
likeable
linchpin
liquidambar (tree)
livelihood
loath (adjective)
loathe (verb)
lockout
longstanding
loose (adjective)
lose (verb)
losing
lounge
lying

M

mackerel
maintenance
maharajah
makeover
make-up
manifestos
manoeuvre
manoeuvring
manoeuvrable
marriage
masseur/masseuse
masterclass
mathematics
mayday (SOS)
medallist
medicine
medieval
Mediterranean
meetup
mementoes
MetService
microgram
midday
midweek
miniature
minutes
mischievous
misspell
misspelled (not misspelt,
arguably)
misuse
mix-up
movable
multi-use
murmur

N

nationwide
naught (came to…)
nought (zero)
Neanderthal
nearby
necessary
negotiate
negotiable
nerve racking
net (not nett)
nevertheless
newborn
newlyweds
newsreader
nickel
niece
nightclub
90s (or 1990s)

No 1
nonetheless
noisome
no man's land
no-no
no-one
northern hemisphere
noticeable
nuclear
O
oblivious of
occasion
occasional
occasionally
occasioned
occur
occurred
occurrence
occurring
offbeat
offhand
offshore
offside
oilfield
omitted
omitting
omission
online
Onus
opencast
opinion
ordinance (decree)
ordnance (guns)
overcapacity
override
overrule
overuse
over-age

P

paedophile
Pākehā
pantyhose
paparazzi
paraphernalia
parentheses (brackets)
parenthesis (insertion)
part-time (but fulltime)
pawpaw
parallel
paralleled
paraplegic
parliament
passer-by
passers-by

pastime
payout
payoff
peacekeeping
peacekeeper
peacetime
penicillin
Pepsi-Cola
Percent (not %)
percentage
permanent
permissible
perseverance
personnel
petfood
Phillips (screwdriver)
phoney
photo-finish
photo call
photo opportunity
phosphorous
physical
pidgin English
pigeonhole
place name
planning
play-off
pleasant
pohutukawa
Portaloo
possess
possesses
possessing
possum
postgraduate
postmortem
postprimary
postwar
potential
practice (noun)
practise (verb)
preceding
predecessor
pre-empt
preference
prefer, preferred
prejudice
preliminary
preschool
prestige
press (media)
preventive (shorter than
preventative)
Prime Minister
privilege

Privy Counsellors
procedure
professional
professor
programme
program (computer)
pronunciation
propeller
proprietary
protégé (male)
protegee (female)
protester
p's and q's
psychology
pyjamas

Q

Qantas
quadriplegic
questioning
queueing
quiet
quite

R

racecourse
raceday
racehorse
racetrack (but horse race)
racked (with pain, not
wracked)
racquet (tennis)
radioactive
rakeoff
rapt (enraptured)
rarefied
rainforest
rajah
really
rebut (dispute)
received
recognise
recommend
refer
referred
referring
reference
refute (disprove)
relieved
relocate
regimen
repetition
replaceable
reservoir
restaurant
restaurateur

resuscitate
re-use
road rage
rock'n'roll
rollercoaster
Rolls-Royce
roofs
royal family
royal visit
royal yacht
running-mate
rush hour
rush-hour traffic

S

sacrilegious
saleroom
Satan
scarcely
sharemarket
schoolboy
schoolgirl
schoolchild
schoolkid
schoolteacher
school-leaver
Scotch whisky
scrapheap
scriptwriter
seabed
seabird
seagull
seashore
seasick
seasonal
unseasonable
second-hand
secretaries
seize
self-service
sentence
Senior Sergeant
separate
separately
setback
severely
70s (or 1970s)
sewage (what’s in the pipes)
sewerage (system)
Shakespearean
sheikh
shining
shoo-in
shoot-out
shopfront
shopkeeper

shoplifter
shopowner
shop assistant
shop steward
shortlist
sickbed
siege
sienna
similar
sin bin
singalong
singeing
siphon
60s (or 1960s)
sizeable
skill set
sociological
sociology
sonic
spreadsheet
stalemate
standfirst
start-up
stationary (still)
stationery (books)
statutory
subdivide
subeditor
subtlety
successful
successfully
suing
summary
supersede
suppression
surprise
superintendent
swatting (flies)
swotting (books)
synonym
synonymous
synthesizer (music)
synthesise (chemicals)

T

takeaway
take-off (aircraft)
talk show
tarakihi (fish)
targeted
targeting
technical
technological
tendency
tendinitis
textbook

then-Prime Minister
(historical)
30s (or 1930s)
tidbits
till (until)
topdressing
trans-Atlantic
transfer
transferred
transferring
transsexual
transient
trans-Tasman
traveller
triallist
troublespot
try to (not “try and”)
tsar
T-shirt
turnkey
twelfth
20s (or 1920s)

U

u-boat
ultraviolet
unchristian
unconscious
uncoordinated (co-ordinate)
under-age
underrate
undeterred
undoubtedly
until
upmarket
underage
under-secretary
undertaker

underwater
under way
unfazed (not unphazed)
uninterested (not interested)
disinterested (unbiased)
unlikeable
unloveable
unnecessary
until (or till)
up-and-under
upfront
upmarket
usual
usually
utilise
Utopia and Utopian

V

vaccinate
veranda (or verandah)
valuable
vice-chancellor
vice-president
vice-admiral
vice squad
vice versa
vinyl
view
vitamin A
Vodafone
W
walkover
warlord
Wednesday
weedkiller
weird
wellbeing

well known
wellnigh
wherever
whinge
whingeing
whisky (Scotch)
whiskey (Irish, American)
whistle-blower
whistle-stop
whys and wherefores
-wise (eg, health-wise)
withhold
wield
wellbeing
wellnigh
well-received
wharfs
woollen
workspace
World War I, II
worldwide
workaholic
wry
wrily

X

x-ray

Y

yeti
yours

Z

Zeitgeist
Zeppelin
zigzag
zigzagging

3

Māori words with macrons

āhua o te rangi - climate
ākuanei - soon
āniwaniwa - rainbow
āporo - apple
ārani - orange
ārero - tongue
ā-tau - annual
e noho rā
- goodbye (from person going)
haere rā - goodbye (from person staying)
hākari - feast
hapü - sub-tribe within an iwi
hei konā rā - goodbye (less formal)
hōki - hockey
hua rākau - fruit
kaihoko rongoā - chemist (also kēmihi)
kaikōrero - speaker
kaiāwhina - assistant
kakī - neck
kaumātua - elder
Kāwhia
Kirīmi - cream
Kōanga - spring
kōpū - womb
kōrero - speech
māhunga
- hair, head
mānia - plain
Māori
mākūkū - damp
matāmua - first-born
mīti - meat
mīti poaka - pork
mōrena - good morning
neti pōro
- netball
ngā - the, plural
ngāi tātou - we all
Ngāruawāhia
ngātata - landslip
Ngāti - frequently occurring in iwi names
ō - means “of” in a name
Ōamaru
ōmarama - place of light
Ōtautahi - Christchurch
pāhekeheke - slippery
Pākehā - European
pahiketepōro - basketball
pāpā - father
pāpāringa - cheek
pātaka - storeroom
pēkana - bacon
pēke - bank
pōtae - hat
pōtae ua - rainhat

pōtiki - youngest
poutāpeta - post office
rīwai - potatoes
tamāhine - daughter
tāne - man, husband
Taupō
tātou - we, us
tēnā koe - greeting to one person
tēnā kōrua - greeting to two people
tēnā koutou - formal greeting to many
tēnā tātou katoa - greeting to everyone
Te Puni Kōkiri - Ministry of Māori Development
tīhi - cheese
toa hua rākau - fruit shop
tōhi - toast
tōtiti - sausage
tungāne - brother of a sister
Tūranga - Gisborne
Tūrangi
tūrangawaewae - place to stand
tūtae - excrement, ordure
ū - breast (breast-milk is wai-ū)
wāhi kai - cafeteria
wāhi whakatau - reception
whaikōrero - speech-making
whare kīhini - kitchen
Whare Kōti Matua - Supreme Court
whare rūnanga - boardroom
whakatā - rest
whakatāne whāngai - adopt
Whakatū - Nelson
Wānaka
whānau - family

Iwi names with macrons
Kāi Tahu
Muaūpoko
Ngāti Awa
Ngāti Porou
Ngāi Tūhoe
Ngāti Tūwharetoa
Ngāpuhi
Ngāti Raukawa
Ngāti Whātua
Rangitāne
Te Ātiawa
Whakatōhea
Whānau ā Apanui

SECTION 2
Full style guide
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Word usage

ALL GENRES
abbreviations and contractions

Dr is fine for Doctor and Rev for Reverend, but don’t abbreviate Professor to Prof, or Father to Fr.
Contractions have no fullstops: Mr, Mrs, Ms, Rev, Ltd, Co, Inc, Ave, St, Rd, Cl, Tce, am, pm; and the
following have no full points when used with figures: 3km, 3kg, 3cm, 3gm, 3m (metres), etc.
If there are no figures, spell out in full: “How many kilograms?”
Abbreviate street names – Street to St, Road to Rd, Ave, Dr, Cres; but to be perverse it's also Close
and Way.
Abbreviated words using an apostrophe – such as they’d and isn’t - are fine in direct quotes, but
cannot be used in indirect speech. The exception is at the top of a news story, where use of present
tense and abbreviations may assist fluency and immediacy.
Few contractions are considered well enough known to be used without spelling them out full in the
first mention.
For example, ACC might stand for Accident Compensation Commission - or Against Corporate
Corruption. Some publications put the contraction in brackets after its first full spelling - the Auckland
Council (AC) - and then use the contraction alone.
Where the initials of a well-known contraction form a readily pronounceable word, use cap and lower
case: Anzac, Corso, Aids.
Awards, honours and abbreviated titles take caps without full points: VC, MP, MBE, HMNZS.

adverbs and adjectives

These will crop up in direct quotes – it’s the way people talk, after all – but get rid of them from
indirect quotes and your own summaries.
One of the most-enduring pieces of writing, the Lord’s Prayer, has only one adverb and no
adjectives (I’ll leave you to work out which one slipped through).
The best and most economical writing is nouns and verbs.

American v UK English

All due respect to those in the US who have made excellent progress over many generations with
simplifying English.
However, people in much of the rest of the world haven’t caught up or accepted some of those
changes, even though their resolve has been under seige for some time from software companies like
Microsoft, whose Word spellchecker is nothing if persistent.
This section is for those writing in countries where so-called “standard” English is preferred
(unnecessarily complicated and mystifying though it sometimes seems).
American place names must adhere to American spelling, of course.
There is no such place as Pearl Harbour, it's Harbor. It was the World Trade Center that was attacked,
not the Centre. Similarly, it's Capitol Hill in Washington, not Capital.
To be consistent, if we allow Australian Labor Party then it must be the American Federation of
Labor.
It goes without saying that the UK, Australia, New Zealand and other countries adhering to standard
English do not experience fall (it's autumn) and we go on holiday (not vacation).
We don’t put an “e” on adrenalin and we have a “u” in neighbour, flavour and labour.
However, some American words have been readily absorbed into standard English - bouncer, rakeoff,
holdup, gunman, boss, teenager, baby sitter, commuter - but many haven't.
These can be detected in news stories in the overseas news sections of media publications. Until they
achieve common usage in New Zealand they are best avoided.

They include:
airplane (plane)
count (for a court charge)
cut a deal
diaper (nappy)
eyeglasses (glasses)
faucet (tap),
fender (mudguard)
flashlight (torch)
gasoline (petrol)
gotten (got)
hood (on a car - bonnet)
jewelry (jewellery)
math (maths)
mustache (moustache)
necktie (tie)
racketeering (organised crime)
railroad (railway)
rowboat (rowing boat)
sailboat (yacht)
sidewalk (footpath)
slingshot, (shanghai)
sulfur (sulphur)
windshield (windscreen)
zee, (zed)
and expressions like: "I'll write you Tuesday" instead of "I'll write to you on Tuesday."

buzzwords

Buzzwords are like jokes - they arise from nowhere, enjoy brief popularity, then disappear.
Politicians, bureaucrats, academics, journalists, sports commentators, and major world trends or
events (like the Gulf War) are the most common sources.
Anyone remember "collateral damage"?
At large institutions buzzwords sweep through reports and memoranda. One year the word "discrete"
(meaning "separate") spread like a plague.
Another year it was "competency", instead of "competence", which means the same thing, according
to the Concise Oxford Dictionary. Buzzwords are more irritating than cliches. Like jargon, they can
cloud meaning.
They also date as rapidly as any other fashion trend. For how much longer will sports people
“express” themselves on the field of play?

capitals

The modern trend is to use capitals as sparingly as possible. See Names/honorifics for more details.
Names of organisations
Generally speaking, use capitals when the full name of an organisation is used: the Wellington City
Council. But not later, when you shorten it to the council.
Do not capitalise a group that is only part of an organisation: the Wellington City Council planning
department.
Government departments
Use caps for full names of Government departments (note Government is capped when referring to
the New Zealand Government): Ministry of Education.
But do not cap divisions of departments: the marine division. Save words by shortening departmental
titles. In subsequent mentions, use an honorific (MOE) if the meaning is clear, or "the ministry".

Courts
Cap the full names of courts: Wellington District Court, but district court in later mentions. However,
special courts such as the High Court, Youth Court, Environment Court, are always capped.
Justice Department (including judges)
The style for district court judges is to use the surname preceded by the title and first name: Judge
John Arber.
For high court judges, the style is: Justice Plowright, Justice Cartwright.
NOTE: In the case of a titled judge the style is: Justice Dame Silvia Cartwright.
Place names
Full names of place names (parks, harbours, rivers, geographic regions, etc) are capped: Hauraki
Gulf.
Planets, stars & constellations
Venus, the Milky Way, the Southern Cross; but earth, moon, sun.
Historical terms
Treaty of Waitangi, the Renaissance, World War I (not 1 or One)
Public holidays
Anzac Day; Queen's Birthday Weekend; Passover; New Year's Day
Sport
All sports are lower case except when in the full names of sports organisations.
National exams & certificates
School Certificate, SC; Master of Arts, MA; but - masters degree (no apostrophe).
Breeds of farm animals
Jersey cow, Merino sheep. Cats and dogs are lower case, except for names derived from proper nouns:
Siamese cat.
Personal titles
Office holders' titles are normally lower case and should precede the bearer's name: The chairman of
the Wellington Regional Council, Ross Smith.
Shorter to say: Wellington Regional Council chairman Mary Allen. (See also: Punctuation: commas
in titles).
If a title is particularly long and unwieldy, the name may precede the title: George Smith, head of the
Whitireia Community Polytechnic gnome painting department.
Titles taking caps
• Head of State: the former Governor-General, Dame Mary Smith.
• royalty: Prince Charles.
• Prime Minister and Leader of the Opposition.
• the Speaker (of the House of Representatives).
• cabinet ministers: the Minister of Justice, Ms Smith (note, no initials and use of first name is
optional), but - the minister. Better to use: Justice Minister Janet Smith (or Justice Minister
Smith).
• national heads of Government departments (but not SOEs).
• judges' titles when used with name.
• Queen's Counsel (but not defence counsel).
• the Mayor of Wellington (but - the mayor, without place name).

• aristocratic titles: the Duke of Norfolk (but - the duke said etc).
NOTE: Sir John Key but Lady Key.
Titles taking italics
Most publications DO NOT use italics for the titles of books, plays, poems, operas, ballets, paintings
and other works of art; newspapers, magazines; films and TV programmes; exhibitions; songs.
Ranks linked with a name
Professor Lloyd Smith (but - professor of theology, Dr Lloyd Smith).
The military
The Air Force, the Army. The titles of battalions, companies, regiments, etc, are
capped, but lower case when only part of the title is used: the First Auckland Battalion, but the
battalion.
Police ranks
Capped when directly linked with a name: Senior Sergeant Don Browne (Mr Browne in subsequent
mentions). High-ranking officers: Assistant Commissioner Mary Jones (Ms Jones in subsequent
mentions).
Parliamentary terms
Caps for:
• the Government (noun and adjective). This applies only when the reference is directly to the
Government of New Zealand, not when the word is used generically to refer to “government”, as
in: “The island was beyond any form of government.”
• names of political parties
• the Legislature
• the Opposition
• parliament is down when used generically.
Lower case for:
• act and bill (except in full title - Police Offences Act)
• budget, the cabinet, the caucus
• chairman of committee
• names of accounts (consolidated account)
• ministerial, ministry (except in full title)
• public servant, speech from the throne
• the member for Auckland Central, Judith Till (better to use: Auckland Central MP Judith Till).
Note: When using political party affiliation, use the following style: Judith Till (Lab - Auckland
Central).
Religious terms
Cap all names and titles of gods and pronouns: Him, His, (or Her), Christ, Krishna, God; and all
terms for the Bible, New and Old Testament and the official writings of other religions: Koran,
Talmud; and names of denominations, full names of churches.
Ordinary minister: first mention, the Rev Joan Smith; after that, Ms Smith.
The internet
The internet is not capped. Note that e-mail is not capped.

cliches

The cliche is an originally clever expression that's been over-used. Sports writers and pop song
lyricists love them.
Avoid these favourites (better still, invent your own):
affinity for
a heartbeat away

awesome
backlash
being proactive
big ask
bitter sweet
blessing in disguise
break a drought
cough up
doing their bit
end of the line/road
being “excited” about everything
express yourself (in sport)
few and far between
form an opinion
going forward
higher level
hone skills
horror story
hung out to dry
massive impact/game/etc
leave a run too late
led to their demise
legal minefield
lift the lid on
looming large
mental shift
mount a case
mushroom (verb)
niggling injury
nip in the bud
no mean feat
on the cusp
open a can of worms
piece of the puzzle
pledge to uphold
political dynamite
political football
political wilderness
pressure to perform
pull no punches
put to bed
race to the bottom
sadder but wiser
shock omission
show allegiance to
slippery slope
slog it out
stalwart
stay true
step up
storm of protest
stranglehold
take issue with
task at hand

take on a twist
throw off the shackles
tired but happy
turn up for the books
touch wood
winning recipe
within his rights

collective nouns

A group of people is usually singular, especially if the group is not individually familiar to the reader,
as in “the public is, the company is, the team is.”
Exceptions are individually identifiable groups, for instance a rock group, as in “The Rolling Stones
are performing tonight.”
The police are referred to in plural.
Sports writing also tends to use plural, as in “The Auckland Blues are an unbeatable team.” (They
wish).

dates

The style for dates is: January 2003; or January 5, 2003 - note commas; 1995-96. 1990s; “in the 1970s
and '80s” - but spell out if the century is unclear.
The 20th century ended on December 31, 1999.
Rarely ever start a news report intro or a standfirst with a date - it's often a signal to the reader that this
story isn't new.
If we are referring to a date between publication day and the following Saturday, we say “on Monday”
and so on. The next Sunday is May 28 and days after simply the date, as June 1, etc.

euphemisms

A "nice" way of saying something to make it more palatable. A variation is the up-market titles some
occupations have given themselves.
Some words once considered acceptable have become derogatory and negative. In response, some
organisations have changed titles and terms for their members or clients.
For example, CCS was once called the Crippled Children's Society and KFC was once Kentucky
Fried Chicken. The new versions are usually wordier. For example, one group rejected labelling
people "alcoholic"; instead, they were people "experiencing problems with the consumption of
alcohol".
Media workers need to translate such nonsense into plain English. A rubbish dump is a rubbish dump
(unless it is actually a transfer station).

names/honorifics

First mention
Most publications have dropped initials and use people's forenames in a first mention – some with an
honorific (Ms Jane Smith), some without (Jane Smith).
If you are given two forenames, beware of automatically using only the first - some people are known
by the second or another first name.
Be careful about shortening a forename (James to Jim) unless you are sure the person is known by it.
Subsequent mentions
After the first mention, use only the surname - Smith.
Exceptions: Heads of state, cabinet ministers and leaders of opposition parties in Parliament do not
usually require forenames. People under 16 do not take an honorific.

Local government
With local body politicians, don’t use the honorific Cr. The reference should be: First mention:
Councillor Brian James; subsequent mentions: James (not Cr James).
NOTE: Community board members are not necessarily councillors. Only those elected to the full
council take that title.
Don’t refer to a council as just “council” - as in “council decided...” Always refer to “the council”.
Brand names
Many former (and existing) brand names (thermos, hoover, nylon, crimplene, pyrex, tarmac, corn
flakes and cellophane) were absorbed into the language and lost the capital first letter.
Others are still recognised as registered brand names and retain a capital: Coke, Polaroid, Land-Rover,
Vegemite, Weet-Bix, Levi's.
If in doubt, use a generic name: cellphone for iPhone.

numbers

Write in full the numbers one to nine. Use figures for 10 upwards.
An exception is when two numbers are close together in a sentence, like 9 and 10; or when they are
close to a measurement – for example, 3km.
Use commas only in five-figure numbers (10,000 and upwards), not in four-figure ones (9999). An
exception is use of numbers in a table or in columns.
Write in full, one million to nine million; use figures for 10 million upwards, but 10.5 million. Don’t
abbreviate "million".
Fractions not preceded by another number (1 1/2) are spelled out: one sixth.
Avoid using figures when beginning a sentence. If there is no other way, the figure must be spelled
out: One thousand people attended.
Use figures in:
tables
measurements - 3km, 4kg
degrees - 8deg
time - 9am, 10.40pm - note no full points and the am, pm are up against the figures.
Note the following values:
In US & NZ:
million = 1000 x 1000
billion = 1000 x 1 million
trillion = million x million
In UK:
million = 1000 x 1000
billion = million x million
trillion = million x billion
Percentages are written like this: five percent, or 12 percent.
Money: Use the following:
1c (not one cent); $1 (not one dollar); $23.25
$1 million (not one million dollars or $1,000,000)
$9.7 million - but $9,720,000 if the figure is not rounded up.
Time: Use 9am or 9 o'clock this morning - but not 9am this morning (this morning is redundant).
No full points in am, pm.
Note the hyphen in 25-year.
Dates: January 1, 1990 - not 1 January. The 1990s - no apostrophe.

Ages: Two options here (check the house style of the publication you are writing for): either John
Smith (12), or John Smith aged 12.
Avoid "Three-year-old John" (because it wastes space) unless the age is a key point in the story.
Note the hyphens. NOTE: When parenthetical commas are used, the second comma follows the age:
The youngest child, John Smith (13), said he would...
Speed: Use 30kph for kilometres per hour.
Area/volume: Use 600sq metres or 600cu metres.

place names

The NZ Geographic Board does its best, but there are anomalies galore in New Zealand’s place
names.
References we recommend include The Reed Dictionary of New Zealand Place Names; Wise's New
Zealand Guide (available on the internet); New Zealand Geographic place names database.
For everywhere else, use The Times Atlas of the World (New Generation Edition), or Philip's Concise
World Atlas.
Here are some examples of NZ names that can entrap unwary writers:
Greenlane: the roads in Auckland’s Greenlane (one word) area are Green Lane East and Green Lane
West.
Hawke Bay: is the body of water. Hawke's Bay: is the district.
Hillsborough: an area in Auckland, but the Hillsboro Bowling Club.
Mt Taranaki: Official name was Mt Egmont until the geographic board changed it in 1986 to a
compromise Mt Egmont/Taranaki.
Now, the Department of Conservation (and pretty much everyone under the age of 70) calls it Mt
Taranaki.
But the Egmont National Park is the name of the DOC reserve surrounding the mountain, and there is
the North Egmont Visitor Centre.
Manukau: in Auckland, but in Wellington there’s a place called Manakau.
Ninety-Mile Beach: not 90 Mile.

sentence lengths

Variety is best, especially in feature writing. Don’t make all your sentences staccato short, nor legal
contract-long. Most sentences shouldn’t have more than a couple of clauses, but sometimes a wellparsed long sentence of several clauses can be powerful. Often, a long sentence followed by a very
short one will have impact.

that and had

One way to make writing more fluent is to remove “that” and “had” wherever you can.
It’s a reflex action to use them, but most often they’re not needed and getting rid of them hastens
the pace of a piece of writing.

titles

Usually try to shorten titles and run them without "the" in front, because the latter means you have
to put a parenthetical comma each side of the name.
Note the change made in the example in 5.2 above (Palenski).

NEWS REPORTS
attribution

Almost always use "says/said" as the verb of attribution, because it's neutral.
The first paragraph or so of news stories will usually not have quotes, unless the source is the news
– for example, something the Prime Minister is saying.

So usually, the first attribution will be in a subsequent paragraph, and a good approach is to put
one sentence of quote (usually in indirect speech) followed by a comma, the word “says” and the
name of the source.
Here’s an example:
First par: Auckland wharfies will go on strike next week for more pay.
Second par: They are in dispute with their employer, Auckland Harbours Board, over rates paid
for overtime, says Bryn Palenski, secretary of the New Zealand Maritime Workers Union.
Third par: “We’re going to fight this to the end,” said Palenski.
Following on from that, subsequent sources must be identified at the start their first paragraph in
the story, so that the reader knows the voice is a new one and not a continuation of the previous
source.
That also means you must start a new source with an indirect quote, otherwise the punctuation gets
too complicated.
For example:
Fourth par: He said the union had a fighting fund that would support a long strike.
Now, a new source Fifth par: Maritime Safety Authority director Bill Moyes said blah, blah…
Sixth par: "We're working on fixing this," said Moyes. "We think it'll all be sorted by the end of
the week."
Note that “says” becomes “said” after a couple of paragraphs.
“Says” is used to inject present tense immediacy, but “said” is the correct form for the bulk of the
story. After use of the source’s name and title at first reference, the pronoun is fine.

balance

In contentious stories like court coverage, be sure to give a one par summary of the "defendant's"
case high up (maybe par four or five), then roll out that person's full rejoinder at the bottom of your
story.
There is a common tendency not to do that, which means the writer can be accused of not being
fair. Remember, many people don't read to the end.
This advice applies to most news stories, since they are likely to include two or more points of
view.
One will be chosen for the introduction, but after that it’s important to give both or all sides a fair
say.
A different approach may be taken in feature stories, which can be divided into sections dealing
with issues or topics, with relevant voices being quoted each time. The same people will appear in
the story several times.
The need for balance still applies.

captions (photo)

Usually written as a single sentence in caps/lower case; often in a different font to the main body
text; in present tense; naming those identifiable in the picture, from left.
Don't neglect to explain anything in the picture that needs explanation. Picture bylines sometimes
appear at quad right after white space, in a different font: for example - Photo Phil Doyle

history and background

In some follow-up news stories, a good intro may be negated if followed by a par or three of
background/history before the intro angle is further developed. That's a turn-off for any reader.
Concentrate on developing the intro angle at the start of every par, with any required background
added in the form of secondary clauses.

For example: Blah, blah, blah, said Palenski, who was last week implicated in a shipwreck
investigation.

length

Many news stories are too long.
You may be encouraged to cover every base and it's better the outlet has stuff to cut than
information holes, but don't let every source run off at the mouth.
Quotes should be fighting to get into your story on merit and readability.

quoting people

News writing is a mix of direct and indirect quotes.
Most quoting should be indirect because people don’t speak grammatically, use too many words,
swear and go off topic, and the indirect method of quoting them enables the writing to summarise
and tidy up.
Direct quotes should be used sparingly and reserved for a few sentences that have impact. Often it
works to have a sentence of indirect followed by a supporting direct.
For example: It was advisable for yacht owners to check their moorings every year, said the
harbour-master. “Salt water is hard on chains and they can break in a storm.”
A variation: the construction above can be used with a colon after the word “harbourmaster”.
Life-like direct quotes:
Listen to the way people speak and note they are more likely to say “I’m” than “I am”. The more
formal version is correct in indirect quotes, but can look unrealistic in direct.
Partial quotes:
Use these sparingly because they’re messy and distracting. Don’t overuse them to indicate
something is unusual.
And remember the punctuation: The man said he was “totally sick of the whole thing”. (The full
point goes after the closing quotes).

second paragraphs

There can be a temptation to load up second paragraphs in news stories with explanatory and
background information, and they become are impenetrable.
Even worse, some begin with the title and name of a source - meaning a line of caps and proper
nouns that is a strong deterrent to the reader.
For example:
Par 1: Intro
Par 2: The general manager of the Union Steamship Company in New Zealand, Ronald Palenski,
says the poor state of navigational aids around the country's coastal waters has increased the risk of
a ship wreck.
Simple solution - begin with the quote and end with the attribution:
Par 1: Intro
Par 2: The poor state of navigational aids around the country's coastal waters has increased the
risk of a ship wreck, says Union Steamship Company New Zealand general manager Ronald
Palenski.

tenses

Most media writers follow the standard past tense reported speech style - indirect quotes are in past
tense.
However, there are parts of a story that can be in present tense:
• The intro (first paragraph) - to add urgency.
• The opening indirect quote, including the attribution verb (ie: "says") - again, to add urgency.
• Any parts of the story that are your (the writer's) summary.

This all means that you will be moving in and out of present and past, a complicated matter. Take
a careful look at what is appearing in media outlet and if there are changes (presumably by editors)
from what you originally wrote, note them.
Another general rule that helps: After one paragraph of present tense used for your first source
at the top of the story, move into past tense reported speech.
For example:
Gnome painters are fed up with the quality of paint they are expected to use in their work on the
country's 20,000 garden gnomes.
Painters are on the verge of striking over the issue, says Resene Paints head painter Michael Small.
Now move to past tense:
"We're sick of having to use low quality acrylic paint," he said at yesterday's gnome painters of
New Zealand annual convention in Auckland.
If the issue was not resolved within a fortnight the 100 members of the gnome painters union
would strike, he said.
Variation on tenses
In long-form media writing (feature stories) there is licence to ignore some of the above rules
concerning verb tenses (these are different in community newspaper, too – present tense gives
immediacy in weekly papers).
Feature stories should be topical, but they’re also timeless in the sense that they are not usually
part of the daily news discourse, with its demands for immediacy. Oddly, that means features can
technically be written entirely in present tense – if you know what you’re doing. That helps ensure
freshness, and it sometimes useful when recounting a scene.
There is a complication, however: the reader must be able to discern the writer’s own commentary
from what is being attributed to sources. As in community newspaper writing, that means putting
in verbs of attribution more often to make it clear a paragraph is someone’s quote, not the writer’s
summary or view.

FINALLY - let it cook

If there’s time, let a piece of writing “cook” for a period, then return to it for a “cold” read.
That way, you’ll have a better chance of spotting errors and possibly seeing better ways to structure
the piece.
Everyone makes mistakes, so get someone else to read of your first draft.
Reading it aloud to someone can help, too, as can uploading it on another device, whose format may
be different enough to make errors leap out (yes, really).
NOTE: Other style points related to grammar, usage, punctuation and spelling appear in the
more-detailed chapters below.
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Grammar

The following is a guide to some awkward aspects of grammar.

active/passive voice

Active voice adds immediacy and pace to a piece of writing and is preferable in media writing:
Passive: The man was hit on the head by a burglar. Active: A burglar hit the man on the head.

agreement of subject and verb

A subject (I, you, he, she, they, it) must agree with the verb it relates to: I shoot the rabbit. You shoot
the rabbit. She shoots the rabbit.
Two nouns connected by "with", "as well", "besides" are followed by singular verb: Besides several
councillors, the mayor was present.
Two singular verbs separated by "or" or "nor" are followed by a singular verb: Neither the rider nor
the horse was injured.
Attraction: watch for correct subject: A great assortment of articles was collected. Here the main
subject ("a great assortment") must agree with the verb, not the word closer to the verb (in this case
"articles").
Agreement affected by "and" and "or". Note the following: John and I are going to the party. And:
John or I am going...
A common error occurs with subject/object agreement, as in the following example: Wrong: Each
student should clean up their own mess. Since the word "student" is singular and could be either
gender, the word "their" is incorrect. Correct alternatives are: Students should clean up their own
mess. Or: Each student should clean up her or his own mess.

archaisms

Avoid old-fashioned words like "whilst", "amongst", "amidst", "upon" and "one". Unless it’s a direct
quote, substitute with: "while", "among", "amid", "on".
In the case of "one", as in: One should never mix one's drinks. Write it another way: People should
not mix their drinks.
The indefinite article "an" is no longer used before "hotel", but is still used for "historic", "honour",
"heir" and "hour".

collective nouns

A group of people is usually singular, especially if the group is not individually familiar to the reader:
The public is, the company is, the team is.
Exceptions are individually identifiable groups, for instance a pop group: The Rolling Stones are
performing tonight.
The police are referred to in plural: Police are investing the burglary.
Sports writing also tends to use plural: Auckland Blues are an unbeatable team.

consistency

If you start with "you" or "one", make sure you stick with it: You should never feel defeated before
you begin the fight.

each, every, either, neither, everyone, none, etc

Are all singular. “Each, every, either, neither” are followed by a singular verb: Each of the players is
responsible for his own partner. Neither of the men was responsible for the accident.

either, any

Use "either" if two things, "any" if more than two: Any of the five books will do. Either of the two
books will do.

first-person pronouns

Using "I" or "you" in news media writing is inadvisable if not in a direct quote.

The only time first person pronoun ("I") is appropriate is when writing about a particular incident
where your personal reaction is relevant.
For example, when a journalism student saw a helicopter crash, her first-person account was topical
and effective when published on the front page of a newspaper.
First-person is appropriate in columns, and sometimes in feature writing.

form of pronoun after transitive verb and after preposition

Transitive verbs must be followed by the object form (me, him, her): Let Richard and me do the
work for you. They invited my brother and me to attend. He gave the job to Richard and me.

gerund and present participle

Gerund - verb-noun; present participle - verb-adjective. Beware confusion: Fancy his doing a thing
like that. His going caused surprise.

intransitive verbs

Verbs like "go", "laugh", "vanish", and "die" are intransitive because they cannot have a direct object.
It is no more possible to "vanish" something" than to "laugh something".
These verbs need a preposition or infinitive: "…laugh about something".
Despite popular misuse, so does “impact”, which should be used as a noun rather than a verb: The
report had an impact on the… Rather than: The report impacted them. It’s okay to write: The
report impacted on them.
The verbs "prevent" and "stop" similarly often need a preposition - "from" - when combined with an
active object. Incorrect: That will prevent him coming here. Correct alternatives are: That will
prevent him from coming here. Or: That will prevent his coming here.
An exception would be "prevent disease".
Verbs like "appeal" often have a preposition like "against", but can be written without one: She
appealed the conviction.

misrelated (unrelated, unattached) participle

Not: Coming around the bend, a beautiful scene met us. That means the scene was coming round the
bend. Instead, say: As we came around the bend, we were met by a beautiful scene. Or: A
beautiful scene met us as we came around the bend.

odd singular

Three years is a long time.
Forty cents is too expensive.
Fish and chips is my favourite meal.

placement of co-relatives

Either...or, neither...nor, not only...but also. Each pair must match, and both should go beside the
adverb: He did his work neither carefully nor intelligently. Not: He neither did his work carefully
nor intelligently.

reason

Say: The reason she was late was that she... Not: The reason she was late was because...

relative pronouns

For things, use: “which”; for people, use: “who, whom, whose”.
Who - subject of following verb.
Whom - i) object of following verb. ii) after a preposition.
For example:
This is the man who followed me. (He followed me).
This is the man whom I followed. (I followed him).
This is the man to whom I spoke. (I spoke to him).

This is the man whom I spoke to. (I spoke to him).
This is the man whose car crashed. (His car...).
This is the man who I think followed me. (I think he followed me).

that, which

That - defining
Which - non-defining.
If the information is essential in defining the subject, use "that". If the sentence makes sense without
the additional information, use "which".
For example: Go to the third house that has a green roof (means you will find three houses with
green roofs, and you have been directed to the third). Go to the third house, which has a green roof
(means you will find three houses, but only the third has a green roof).

tricky agreements

For example: He is one of those people who are always in trouble.

scarcely, hardly

"Scarcely" and "hardly" should be followed later in the sentence by when: They had hardly reached
the house when the rain started.

sequence of prepositions and conjunctions

Say: He was neither conscious of nor influenced by their hostility. Not: He was neither conscious
nor influenced by their hostility.

sequence of tenses

Usually when you begin a sentence in a particular tense, it is appropriate to continue with the same
tense for other following verbs. In other words, don't start in the past tense and continue in the present:
Say: She said she might come tomorrow. Not: She said she may come tomorrow.

sort, kind

"Sort" and "kind" are singular and should have singular forms with them:
For example: I like that sort of dog. I like those sorts of dogs.

split infinitives

Usually, the infinitive (to be, to swim) should not have an adverb (or any other word) between "to"
and the verb: Say: I tried to swim quickly. Not: I tried to quickly swim.
However, the rule should not be applied inflexibly. In some constructions fluency is improved by
splitting the infinitive.
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Punctuation

The following are guidelines to help with punctuation challenges.

apostrophes

This tricky but essential modification is often left out these days because people are nervous about
getting it wrong. In fact, it is a lot easier to handle than that other problem squiggle, the comma.
There are two key rules to remember:
a) Use an apostrophe if you abbreviate an expression: I will becomes I'll.
The apostrophe shows that the letters "w" and "i" and the space between the words "I" and "will" have
been omitted. Incidentally, it is press style not to use such contractions, except in a direct quotation of
what someone said (listen to people's dialogue - contracted words abound), or in an intro when the
intention is to hasten the pace.
b) Use an apostrophe to indicate something belongs to someone.
Remember, the owner always takes the apostrophe.
Remember, when there is only one owner, the apostrophe goes before the "s".
When there is more than one owner, the apostrophe goes after the "s".
The number of things owned has no bearing on where the apostrophe goes:
The girl's book. (One girl, one book owned by her)
The girl's books. (One girl, two or more books)
The girls' book. (Two or more girls, one booked owned by them)
The girls' books. (Two or more girls, two or more books).
There is an exception, of course. There are some words that have a plural with no "s" - for example,
the plural of "child" is "Children". So, in that case we get: The child's book. The children's book.
One trap to beware: The short form of "it is" is "it's". Don't use that when you come across the
possessive "its": The cat ate its meat.
Apostrophes have a couple of other uses; for example, to avoid confusion in an expression like: Dot
your i's, and minding his p's and q's.
If it's clear which century we are talking about, it can be 80s or 90s, but also 1890s, 1990s. for greater
clarity sometimes.
Don't use apostrophes in personal pronouns when you want to show ownership: hers, yours. But use
them for indefinite ones: anybody's, everyone's.
Names ending in "s" are easy - don't add another "s" in the possessive form, just put an apostrophe
last:
Tom Jones' house. Michael Laws' column not Laws's column. Aristophanes' plays, Jesus'
disciples, Socrates' life, and Archimedes' principle.
But sometimes it can look awful, as in “Lynne Truss' latest book”. In cases like that we bend the rule.
But it is women's, not womens's. People's, not peoples's. Ten years' time, five hours' delay.
Expressions like "a week's pay" take an apostrophe, even though strictly speaking no ownership is
involved.
A common error is to incorrectly punctuate proper names. The descriptive form does not need an
apostrophe and is now used more often than the possessive: Wellington Girls’ High School is
correct, and so is New Plymouth Girls High School.
MPs are plural, but MPs' perks take the apostrophe, if it's referring to them all. If it's just Bill Bloggs'
perks, it's the MP's perks.
Some words are so accepted in abbreviated form they no longer need the apostrophe. For example:
flu, phone, plane, theirs, ours, hers, quake (earthquake first instance), copter (helicopter first) and
keeper (as in wicket or goal).

If it's a boat belonging to Jack and Jill, it's Jack and Jill's boat, not Jack's and Jill's. Be careful with
Arthurs Pass - it's not Arthur's.

brackets

Parentheses (round brackets) are used to include supplementary information in a sentence.
Square brackets [ ] are used when the information in them is a note from the writer, not the person
being directly quoted. Also use square brackets if you have a parenthesis within a parenthesis. The
word “(sic)” should be in parentheses.

colons

These should not be used in the middle of news stories, except in denoting the end of a sentence of
indirect speech that is followed immediately (same paragraph) by a supporting direct quote:
The mayor said he was disgusted at the behaviour of some of the revellers, who left a mountain
of litter in the main street: “You’ve never seen anything like the mess we had to clean up.”
Colons can be useful in feature writing as a way of punctuating a sentence that makes a statement,
then supports it with a following sentence, as in this example:
The essence lies in her reference to touch: she couldn’t touch the doctor - but much more
significantly, he couldn’t touch her.
Colons are also used to indicate that a list will follow. They are sometimes also used in sports results
as part of a hierarchy of punctuation.

commas

They can change the entire meaning of a sentence (as one publication sued for defamation found to its
cost). Apply the following:
• Use commas as little as possible.
• Use one where there is a natural pause in a sentence. If you have trouble working out when that
applies, try reading the sentence aloud.
• Separate ideas in a sentence are usually separated by a comma.
• Use a comma when one is needed to make your meaning clear.
• Almost always, the word "but" in a sentence is preceded by a comma.

Specific comma rules
Prevent ambiguity:
The comma ensures the reader does not connect things that do not belong together. Leave commas out
of the following sentence and see what happens: I insist on eating John before we go to the party.
Put this way, with commas either side of “John”, the meaning is clear: I insist on eating, John,
before we go to the party After introductory words or phrases:
For example: However, the ball went out. And: For many reasons, we decided to miss the
concert.
To separate parenthetical words or phrases:
Commas are only one option for separating out the parenthetical phrase, which is an aside or separate
idea used in mid-sentence.
Alternative devices are dashes (when the parenthetical clause is more than a few words) and brackets
(when you want to explain something extra).
There must be one at the beginning and end of the phrase, and it is not possible to inter-mix - for
instance, use a dash at the beginning and a comma at the end.
Examples:
Many yachts, especially those without safety equipment, should never go to sea.
Or: Many yachts - especially those without safety equipment - should never go to sea.
Or: Many yachts (especially those without safety equipment) should never go to sea.

The decision on which option to use rests on how important the aside is.
Commas are often the preferable option, if you don't wish to disrupt the natural rhythm of the
sentence.
Using dashes almost lifts the aside to the same status as the main part of the sentence.
To separate "which", "who", "that" clauses from the rest of a sentence:
As in the previous rule, these clauses introduce a separate idea to the main sentence and should be
preceded by a comma, and followed by one if they come mid-sentence:
He drove a new car, which was painted red.
His new car, which was painted red, broke down.
There was no question about who broke the window (no comma needed).
Parenthetical commas around names and titles:
Press style will usually put a person's title first, then the name: The general manager of Air NZ,
Brian Cook, said his report would be late.
The title and name must be separated by a comma, while a second comma must follow the name.
However, just to make matters confusing, no commas at all are used if the definite article (the) or
possessive (Air NZ's) are dropped from in front of the title: Air NZ general manager Brian Cook
said...
Another exception is when commas would mean there was only one such person: The New Zealand
singer Lorde is correct, whereas The New Zealand singer, Lorde, would mean there was only one
New Zealand singer.

When you change the subject in a sentence (usually joining the two sentence parts with
"and" or "but"):
For example: The ship was ready for sea, and the crew were taking precautions to meet any
storms.
To separate items in lists:
For example: They brought apples, oranges, pears and peaches. Note there is no comma after
"pears".
One is needed, though, if meaning is not clear: They brought various fruit juices - apple, orange,
mango and lemon. Or: They brought various fruit juices - apple orange, mango and lemon.
Other uses:
In dates - February 15, 1947, was a wet day. But: February 1947 (no commas).
With degrees following a name - John Smith, MSc.
After "eg, ie, etc".

dashes

Using dashes to separate out a parenthetical phrase has been explained; the single dash does a quite
different job: The cost of living dropped 3% over the past year - but food prices rose 2 percent.
The dash used this way separates what are in fact two separate statements that have been joined
together in a dramatic way.
On the one hand, the cost of living is down - but on the other, food costs are up. Point and
counterpoint. Such a device is useful in an intro when you want to cover two key but often opposing
points in the lead.
A point and dash are sometimes used to punctuate results lists: Results were: Athletics.- Men's
800m...

ellipsis

That’s the three dots. They don’t have a gap either end. Use sparingly, usually to indicate a par of
direct quotes has got some bits left out, or to add a telling counterpoint phrase.

exclamation marks

(Almost) never use them – they’re a sign of the amateur writer.

full stops

A full stop (or full point) signifies the end of a sentence and comes last - except with a quoted full
sentence, when the last piece of punctuation is the closing quote mark: John said: "That man wants
to buy our house."
A part quote has the point (or comma) after the quote marks: John said the man wanted to "sell his
soul".
Two independent statements (sentences) should be separated by a full stop, not a comma.
Alternatives are the semi-colon and the colon, but these are usually avoided in news stories since they
tend to lead to complicated sentences (although they are widely used in newspaper results columns).
They can be deployed in feature writing to achieve variation.

hyphens

The hyphen draws two closely connected words together. When to use one is a matter of consulting
the dictionary, but here are some guidelines:
To split a long word at the end of a line of typing. Make sure you avoid breaks like "su-bjugate". Try
splitting in a logical place: sub-jugate.
In double vowel words: co-operate.
After some prefixes: by-law, ill-prepared.
In compound adjectives:
These are created when a describing word is used prior to a noun. Such compounds should have a
hyphen.
For example: a world-renowned sportsman; a hitherto-untold story; well-spoken; five-year plan.
However, don't hyphenate if the modifying word is an adverb - that is, and -ly word.
In numbers from twenty-one to ninety-nine.
To avoid ambiguity: recover (to get something back), and re-cover (to put a new cover on
something).

question marks

These denote the asking of a question. In a direct quote, they go inside the closing quote marks: “Why
can’t I dispense with commas altogether?” he asked.

quotation marks

Quotation marks indicate when something is a direct quotation - the actual words somebody said: "I
think the river will flood by midnight," said the engineer.
Here are some guidelines:
Commas and full stops:
A comma goes at the end of the quote, inside the close quote mark and before the attribution (said).
A full stop goes at the end of a full quoted sentence that is not followed by an attribution: “The moon
will be bright as bright anything.”
However, the full stop goes at the very end when you include a partial quote at the end of a sentence
of indirect speech: He said the moon would be “as bright as anything”.
Double and single quote marks:
Books use single quote marks (saves ink), while news media use double quote marks, except when
there is a quote within a quote. That "inside quote" has single quote marks: "I said to John: `You'll
have to go', but he ignored me."
Quoting variations:
Other ways to punctuate if you are extensively quoting a source (already introduced) include: Smith
said the moon would shine brightly tonight. “It’s going to be as bright as anything.”

Or: Mr Smith said the moon would shine brightly tonight: “It’s going to be as bright as
anything.”
Verbatim quoting:
When covering a debate verbatim, it’s okay to drop quote marks entirely, as follows (assuming the
sources have already been introduced):
Smith: I think the moon will be very bright tonight.
Jones: Not if it’s cloudy.
Smith: The forecast is for a clear night.
Jones: That’s not what I heard.
Several pars of quotes:
If you are running several pars of direct quotes one after the other (with no intervening indirect
quotes), the closing quote marks are not needed until the end of the final paragraph.
Partial quotes:
Partial quotes can be run in the middle of a par, a device that’s useful when you want to paraphrase
most of the quote, but inject a good partial quote for emphasis: The engineer had surveyed the
flooding scene and he said the river would "burst right out of its banks" by midnight.

semi-colons

These are rarely used in news stories. They are a soft method of breaking up two parts of a sentence.
It’s usually better to use a full stop and start a new sentence. Like the colon, the semi-colon is
sometimes used in sports results or lists to denote a stronger hierarchical break than a comma.
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Word and spelling traps

The first mention in the Concise Oxford Dictionary is the authority used in this style guide - barring a
few exceptions such as busing (for bussing), fullback; and ise/ize words.
The preferred style in the New Zealand media is the "ise" spelling. Exceptions include: "capsize". The
"ise" rule also applies to versions like "recognisable" or "organisation". A guide: verbs with the sound
"eyes" use the ise ending.
If you are writing in a country that follows UK style, beware of American spellings in the computer
spellchecker - flavor, labor, color, defense (as a noun, use defence). These sometimes still appear in
spellcheck versions labelled “New Zealand”.
Where words ending in a vowel and single consonant have the final syllable stressed, the consonant is
doubled when "-ing", "-ed", "-er" suffixes are added: submit - submitted, trip - tripped, begin beginning.
Where the final vowel in such words is not stressed, the final consonant is not doubled: benefit benefited, budget - budgeting, focus - focusing, target - targeted.
Words ending in "e" drop the "e" when the suffix "able" is used: excite - excitable, argue arguable. But note these exceptions: notice - noticeable, change - changeable, manage - manageable.
A silent "e" is usually dropped before "-ing": age - aging, write - writing, debate - debating. But not:
dye - dyeing (dying, without "e"), singeing, eyeing, hoeing, shoeing, tingeing.
Usually keep the final silent "e" when adding a suffix beginning with a consonant: care - carefully,
bare - barely, strange – strangeness. But not: argument, awful, truly, duly, wholly, wisdom.
Words ending in "-our" drop the "u" before suffixes like "-ation", "-ate" and "ous": rigour - rigorous,
vigour - invigorate. Words ending in "c" add "k" before "-er", "-ed" and "-ing", but not "-al":
panic
- panicked, comic - comical.
To make adverbs, usually add "-ally": critic - critically, dramatic - dramatically. But: public - publicly.
Use "i" before "e" except after "c": receive, deceive, perceive. Exceptions: foreign, height, seize.

Plurals
Māori plurals do not use "s". For example: One Māori - many Māori; a series of hui.
Plurals are generally formed by adding an "s" or "es" to the singular noun (keys, classes). But there
are many other forms. Many words ending in "y" change to "ies" (ladies), except when they are
proper nouns: "both Aunt Sallys".
Note exceptions like "storeys" for the levels of a building. Many words ending in "f" or "fe" take
"ves" in the plural ("elf", "elves"). Others take an "s" ("roof", "roofs"). For those where it is optional,
use the Concise Oxford first reference.
Nouns ending in "-sh", "-s", "-ss", and "-x" add "-es" in the plural: classes, clashes, foxes. The "o"
ending can vary randomly ("potatoes", "tomatoes", "albinos"). Words ending in "i" take "s" ("taxis",
"bikinis"). Greek-derived words ending in "on" may have "a" plurals ("phenomenon", "phenomena",
"criterion", "criteria") or simply an "s" ("morons").
The plurality of Greek and Latin-derived words has traditionally been recognised but usage now
suggests this is archaic. So it is acceptable to use singular with words like media - "the media is" and
"the data is"; "the phenomenon is".
Plurals of Latin words ending in "us" ("cactus") usually take "es", not "i" ("cactuses"). Note the
variation from first reference in the Oxford. Others, such as "genus" and "opus" require the "era"
ending ("genera", "opera").
Greek words ending in "pus" (for "foot), such as "octopus", now take "es". French words like bureau
and tableau take "s", not "x". The plural "-s" does not apply to metric contractions - 3km (not kms).

The words below are known trouble-makers. This list is an updated version of one compiled by
Auckland journalist Tony Potter in 2004. I added more from my own lists. It is merely a guide –
some items are still open to debate:

A

a, an: use "a" before all words beginning with a vowel or dipthong with the sound of a "u"; but use "an" before
unaspirated "h" - an heir, an honest woman; but few people these days book into an hotel or commit an
homicide.
Abba: the pop group has only one cap.
Aborigine/Aboriginal: if we're talking Australians, they are capped. Otherwise, lower case.
ABS: automatic braking system is capped, otherwise it's abs, as in washboard abs - “abdominals”.
about: about 500 people attended the meeting, not "around".
accents: don't use them, or graves, or cedillas. But use macrons in Māori words that take them
according to: when used to attribute something to someone can sometimes introduce a hint of suspicion, as though
we doubt the source is telling the truth. "Claimed" raises similar doubts. It’s preferable to stick to "said", which is
neutral.
Achilles heel, Achilles tendon: also see apostrophes.
acknowledgement: we acknowledge there's an "e" after the -edg.
Act: the New Zealand political party is Act, but it's an act of parliament and the Crimes Act.
actor: means both male and female, except in the Oscars, which has a best actress category.
AD and BC: according to pedants it's AD1939, but 1939BC. Try to avoid using AD, anyway, but if it's
unavoidable in a story combining references to AD and BC, to differentiate make it 10BC, 10AD. It's also the
fifth century BC, or 5000BC.
adapter/adaptor: an adapter is a person who adapts, while an adaptor is an electrical device.
adidas: it's lower case except when starting a sentence. Similarly with the British airline easyJet.
administration: if we're talking the Trump administration, or Abe Lincoln's, it's lower case.
Admiral: he gets a cap in the first instance and the Vice-Admiral has his hyphen. So does Air Vice-Marshal.
admissible: as in evidence, which may also be inadmissible.
ad nauseam: those who spell it “ad nauseum” make us sick.
adrenalin: it flows without the final "e".
adult magazines: if it's The Lancet, fine, but if it's pornographic magazines, say so.
advertisement: in the first instance, but after that, advert is fine. Unless it's a direct quote, avoid ad.
advice, advise: "advice" is the noun, "advise" the verb: as in “the best advice is free/it is hard to advise someone
about grammar.”
adviser: take our advice, not “advisor”.
affect, effect: affect is the noun; the verb to affect means to have an effect on. To effect is to accomplish
something. When in doubt, consult the Concise Oxford Dictionary.
affidavit: it's a written declaration on oath, so “sworn affidavit” is tautologous.
Afghans: people from Afghanistan (Afghanis is that country's currency).
age: legally, someone is a child until 14 and a youth until 17, thereafter an adult. Middle age (try to avoid)
begins at 40 (but some will debate that); elderly begins at 70 (again, debatable).
aging: no "e" in there.
ages: Billy Bloggs, 19, no brackets, and 19-year-old Billy Bloggs. To be consistent, a 7-year-old should not be
spelled out.
aggravate: does not mean "irritate". It means "make worse".
AGM: don't use; it's an annual meeting.
aid: as a verb it means to help, as a noun, it is the help; aide means an assistant.
Aids: acquired immune deficiency syndrome is a medical condition, not a disease. The virus believed to cause it
is HIV (human immunodeficiency virus). Do not call someone an Aids-carrier when they have the virus alone
and not Aids. Use “HIV positive” or “Aids-virus carrier”.
aircraft: it is an aircraft or plane (but preferably the former), not an airplane, or aeroplane.
aircraft names: if it's a famous one, such as Enola Gay, Air Force One or Spirit of St Louis, italicise it.
aircraft types: Boeing 747, Boeing 767, Boeing 777, Boeing 787, Airbus A300/A310, Airbus A330, Airbus
A340, Airbus A350, Airbus A380, Lockheed L-1011 TriStar, McDonnell Douglas DC-10, McDonnell Douglas
MD-11, Ilyushin Il-86, and Ilyushin Il-96.
air force: it's the Royal New Zealand Air Force; after, the RNZAF, or the air force in subsequent mentions.

album titles: italicise. As in Electric Brown, or Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band.
Alfa Romeo: not Alfa-Romeo.
alfresco: is one word.
alibi: is not an excuse, it's being somewhere else at the relevant time.
al Qaeda: Only cap "a" when starting a sentence.
all right: it's two words, all right? Don’t use alright.
am, pm: close up, as in 4am, 5pm; and no full points after the letters.
ambassador: the New Zealand ambassador to Washington.
ambience: the French spell it “ambiance” but we're not French.
America: if you mean the United States of America, say United States (and US from then on), but if including
Canada, it's North America. Mexico is in Latin America.
America's Cup: is yachting, but Americas Cup is golf.
amid: not amidst.
amok: we do not run amock or amuck.
among: not amongst.
among/between: “between" is used for two objects; "among" for three or more, as in “between you and me, the
rations were divided among the six survivors”.
amount/number: often confused (like fewer/less), as in “a large amount of people attended.” Should be: “a large
number of people attended.” Amount is for quantity, number is for number.
ampersand: don't use "&" unless it is part of a title, such as Saatchi & Saatchi, P&O.
anticipate: does not only mean "expect", but to do something in expectation.
Anzac: lower case after the A.
appendix: if it's part of the body, the plural is appendixes; if part of a book, appendices.
Argentina: is the country; an Argentine is someone who lives there, or is the adjective (the Argentine
economy).
around/round: "around" is a preposition, as in “around the corner...”; "round" is an adjective, verb or noun, as in “a
round figure; to round the corner; a round of engagements”. Avoid using "round" when writing of approximate
figures. Say "about 1000 people". “All-round ability” is acceptable.
artefact: not artifact.
ass: unless we mean the animal, it's arse.
assassin: someone who kills a statesman or politician from a political motive. The bloke who shot John Lennon
was not an assassin.
Aston Martin: no hyphen.
AstroTurf: is a trade name, with two caps.
asylum seeker: we do not hyphenate.
at about: is a contradiction. It happened either "at 2am" or "about 2am", but not both.
Attorney-General.
auger: is a digging tool, but augur is foreboding.
Aussies: no problem – after all, they call us “Kiwis” (among other things).
Australian Labor Party.
autopsy: prefer post-mortem, hyphenated. Post-mortem examination is the full term, but tautologous now.

B

b: as an abbreviation for born (or d for died) in obituaries is NOT our style. Spell it out.
back benches: the geographical place is two words, but people who sit on them are backbenchers.
back burner: no hyphen.
Baghdad: don't forget the "h".
bail: to bail someone out of prison and to remove water from a boat, but when escaping an aircraft it's bale.
balk: to obstruct, and an illegal move by a pitcher in baseball, but baulk cushion on a snooker table.
ballerina: is a specific ballet term and cannot be used to describe children having their first lesson. Use ballet
dancer.
balloted: and benefited, budgeted. Only one "t".
Band-Aid: is a trade name; use plaster.
bands: should be treated as plural (even though they are technically a collective noun, which normally takes
singular), as in One Generation are...
banister: as in hand rails on stairs, has only one "n".

bar mitzvah: is for Jewish boys; for girls it’s bat mitzvah.
basically: basically, let's try to avoid it.
bated: breath is bated; hook is baited.
BBC: it's so famous we don't need to say British Broadcasting Corporation, but after BBC - and if it's mentioned
a lot - the corporation is fine.
Beatles: it's the Beatles, except at the start of a sentence, and the Rolling Stones, but The Who, and Kiss.
because of: rather than “due to”.
Beijing.
between: when used as a preposition is followed by the subject form of pronoun, as in “between you and me, he is
unlikely to succeed. You cannot say "between each meal" - say "between meals".
Beverly Hills: no third "e".
biannual: twice a year; biennial once every two years.
bigwig.
bin Laden: lower case bin as in Osama, and after that he's bin Laden (or was).
birthrate: as with birthright and birthplace, no hyphens; but birth control and birth certificate.
blacklist: one word.
blackspot: ditto.
blasphemy: see swear words. Be careful with God and god - theologians insist the former (with cap “G”) is the
correct style in references to the Christian god. Muslims and other religions similarly insist on caps when
writing the names of their gods.
blue-collar: as in worker, and white-collar.
Boat Race: the annual Cambridge-Oxford River Thames argument is capped.
bogey: is a golf term; also a British reference to what they define as: “a piece of nasal mucous”. A bogie is a
wheel (bogies plural); bogy is a ghost; but bogeyman.
Bombay: is Mumbai.
bona fides: is singular, so his bona fides was questioned, not were.
box office: is where you buy tickets, but a box-office success is what results.
boyfriend: one word.
Brigadier-General: an American Army rank; and after first mention, the general or just the surname.
Briscoes: no apostrophe.
Britain: see United Kingdom.
Budget: as in the government's financial programme and Budget speech, but thereafter budget. If it's a financial
plan, then something is budgeted for.
bungy: as in jumping.
burned, not burnt.
Bush, George W: do not use Jr after his name. It's President Bush, then Bush. His father is the first President
Bush, or George Bush Sr.
businesslike: and businessman, businesswoman.
buzzword: is one word.
byelection: is not hyphenated, nor is bylaw, bypass or byproduct.

C

cabby: the colloquialism for a taxi driver is not cabbie.
cabinet: desk
Cabinet: collective of government ministers
cabin attendant: or flight attendant, cabin crew – don’t use air hostess or air stewardess.
caddie: a golf caddie carries clubs, a tea caddy tea.
caesarean: lower case.
Caesars Palace: the Las Vegas gambling joint has no 'pos.
Cake Tin: it is the Westpac Trust Stadium, Wellington.
cannot: is one word.
Canton: it's now Guangzhou.
canvas: it's what you put paint on; canvass is to seek votes.
Cape Town: two words.
capitals: the modern trend is to use capitals as sparingly as possible.
capsize: use the "z".

carmaker: one word; but car park.
Cartwright: the former Governor-General is Dame Silvia.
cashcard: one word.
Catch-22: try to avoid this situation.
cathedrals: caps, as in St Paul's Cathedral, but a city full of cathedrals.
CAT scan: not Cat scan.
celsius: lower case, but 28C (see fahrenheit).
census: specific censuses are capped, as in “The 2004 Census found”, while “censuses since 1930” are lower
case.
Centre Court: at Wimbledon.
chair is common usage for chairperson.
champagne: if it's made in Champagne it's champagne; anywhere else and it's just sparkling wine.
Changing the Guard: not of the guard (similarly Trooping the Colour, not of).
Channel tunnel: not Chunnel.
Chechnya: the country. But Chechen rebels.
Chief Whip: it's an office.
CHOGM: it's the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting and takes caps.
choosey.
christened: people get christened, ships get named.
Christie's: the auction house has an apostrophe.
churchgoer.
churches: it's the Anglican Church, the Roman Catholic Church, and so on. Then “a church spokesman”, or “a
supporter of the church”.
cinema-goer: like theatre-goer
Coca-Cola: takes a hyphen (as does Pepsi-Cola).
collectable: (noun) something that can be collected, not to be confused with “collectible”, (adjective) something
that's worth collecting.
collide: means the clash of two moving vehicles. It is not possible, for instance, for a moving vehicle to "collide"
with a tree. In reporting a road accident, take care not to attribute blame – that’s the job of the court later. Say
something like “car A and truck B collided.”
Colombia: is a country in South America. Columbia is a Hollywood studio, a university, a river and a district in
Washington.
comedienne: she's a comedian.
Commander-in-Chief: caps and dashes, but Officer Commanding.
commando: more than one and they are commandos.
Common Market: is now historical. It's the European Union, later EU.
common sense: “It is common sense to say he lacks commonsense.”
communism, communist: in a specific context it's capped, as in Communist candidate for Mt Albert,
Communist Mayor of Marseille. But communist ideology, communist countries. Cap Marxist, Stalinist, Fascist
or Nazi.
conman: one word, like hitman.
consecutive: don't use it when you actually mean successive.
Consumers' Institute.
correspond to: means to answer to in character or function, while “correspond with” means to communicate with
someone by letter.
council: Auckland Council, and after the council. Never just “council”.
couple: Fred and Freda Bloggs were killed, so “the couple were killed”. “The couple was killed” sounds awful.
court martial: the plural is courts martial.
Crown: in a constitutional sense, capped. Crown property, arguing the case for the Crown.
Crown Jewels: caps.
Crufts: the dog show has no apostrophe.
currently/presently: avoid, because they are usually superfluous. Presently can still mean "soon" rather than "now".
czar: a drug czar, but the tsars of Russia.

D

d: should not be used as an abbreviation in obituaries for died. Spell it out.

data: strictly it's plural, but no one says datum any more.
daughter-in-law: hyphens, and plural is daughters-in-law.
D-Day: and VE-Day, VJ-Day.
decimals: don't use decimals and fractions in the same story.
decimate: strictly means killing every tenth person, but can be used to denote heavy casualties.
decorations: except in obituaries or stories about heroes, avoid them. And if an MP has decorations, the MP
comes after them.
Defense: Secretary of Defense (US), but “the defence of the United States was threatened”.
DeMille: as in movie man Cecil B, is not De Mille (similarly Danny DeVito BUT Robert De Niro).
demise: means death, so it's not right to refer to the demise of someone as in their career.
Democratic Party: not the Democrat Party. So it's the Democratic convention, but a Democrat spokesman.
Dench: Dame Judi, not Dame Judy.
Depression: if we're talking about the 1930s, it's capped. If we're talking about the day after an All Black
defeat, it's not.
despite: use for the alternative of “in spite of”, but don't use for “despite the fact”. “Although” will do there.
desert: a big dry area.
desserts: as in pudding, but “just deserts” as in he got what he deserved.
diagnose: patients are not diagnosed, illnesses are.
different: is followed by "from" or "to" when used to compare things, but not "than".
dioceses: plural of diocese
disinterested: impartial, unbiased, not to be confused with uninterested.
dissociate: not disassociate.
divorce: is a man; divorcee is a woman. Divorcees are both of 'em.
Doctor Who: was a television time traveller, but if we mean the TV programme it's Doctor Who and not Dr
Who, italicised or not.
dogfight: as in bullfight, cockfight.
d'oh: Homer Simpson uses an apostrophe.
dollars: $5 in New Zealand money; $US5 or $A5 for American and Australian.
do's and don'ts: take the 'pos.
downmarket: no hyphen, like upmarket.
Down's syndrome: takes the 'pos, but lower case syndrome.
Down Under: two words.
drink-drive: hyphen, as in drink-driver, drink-driving. NOT drinking-driving. Note the style for micrograms of
alcohol per litre of breath when reporting drink-driving offences: abbreviate to mcg, as in 400mcg/l for 400
micrograms per litre of breath.
driver licence: no 'pos as in “driver's licence” and it's not “driving licence”.
due to: use “because of”. Due to/owing to: "due to" should apparently refer to a particular noun, as in “his death
was due to (not "owing to") poison.” "Owing to" tends to refer to a notion in a sentence. It is often used in the
clumsy construction "owing to the fact that", which means the same as preferable options like "because" and "since".
dwarf: plural is dwarfs.

E

effect: consequence of an action; affect to move, touch or influence.
Earls Court: the London district has no 'pos.
earring: no hyphen.
earth: usually lower case, except when referring to Earth (not the Earth) and other planets.
earthquake: can be abbreviated to the useful “Quake” in headings.
East Coast: caps (as with West Coast).
East End: caps in London (as in West End).
EastEnders: as in London soap, second E is capped.
Easter Day.
easyJet: as in UK airline.
Ecuadorean: not Ecuadorian.
editor: lower case.
educationist: not educationalist.
eftpos: electronic transaction at point of sale has no caps.

either/or; neither/nor: are two pairs that match. You cannot have "neither...or".
elbowroom: one word, as in legroom and headroom.
Electoral College: as in the United States election, is capped.
electrocute: you cannot be “slightly” electrocuted; electrocution is to kill by electric shock.
email: no hyphen.
emigrant: an emigrant from Russia is an immigrant to New Zealand. When in doubt say migrant.
enormity: does not mean great size, but outrageous, or extremely wicked. However, it has been so consistently
misused to mean “big”, that may be accepted now.
enquiry: no, it's inquiry.
Equator: the line around the earth is capped, but its regions are equatorial.
espresso: no one drinks expresso any more, apparently.
Eta: the Basque separatist organisation is not ETA.
euro: the European currency is lower case, like franc, pound, peseta or mark.
European Parliament: its members are preferably MEPs, or Euro MPs.
European Union: formerly the European Community.
ever: often redundant as in “best ever” or “first ever”.
ex: with a hyphen meaning former as in ex-serviceman, but never ex-All Black (once an All Black, always an
All Black).
execution: technically, the carrying out of a death sentence by lawful authority, so “a gangland execution” is in
fact “a gangland killing”.
exhaustive: thorough, comprehensive. Not "exhausting".
Exocet: the missile gets a cap.
expatriate: not expatriot.
extramarital: no hyphen, as with extramural and extracurricular.
eye of a storm: the term “the calm in the eye of a storm” is redundant - the eye of a storm is its calm part.

F

factoid: not a trivial fact. If anyone feels they must use the word, remember it was coined by Norman Mailer to
mean a mistaken assumption repeated so often people believe it to be true.
FA Cup: the cup cap is correct, but after Davis Cup it becomes the cup.
fahrenheit: no caps, but 90F.
Fallujah: not Falluja.
Far North: caps.
Father's Day: not Fathers' Day.
fatwa: an edict, not necessarily a sentence of death.
fazed: not phased
FBI: too famous to be spelled out.
fewer/less: fewer applies to a number (fewer dollars), less to a quantity (less cash), as in “there are fewer trees in
flower; there is less water in the tank”.
fiance: is male.
fiancee: is female.
Field Marshal: no hyphen.
figures: one to nine, spell out; 10 to 9999 take no commas, 10,000 on does. Million and billion, then m and b.
film-maker: but film star.
films: italicise titles.
firefighters: not firemen, as quite a few of them are women (but see “gender” under G).
World War I (and II).
first, second, third and so on up to 10th, 21st, millionth. Fowler says it’s a myth that first, secondly, thirdly is
the correct form.
first aid: no hyphen.
first-hand: hyphen.
firstly: use first.
flak: not flack.
flaunt: to wave proudly or to show off. It has a different meaning from "flout", which means to express contempt for
the rules.
flight numbers: where the number is relevant - as in Flight 903 (Erebus) or - Flight 103 (Lockerbie) - cap it.

flight path: two words.
flout: to express contempt for the rules.
flu: no 'pos needed.
flyer: pilots and handbills.
focused: no double “s”.
foreign phrases: try to avoid unless absolutely necessary and clear - in context.
forensic: is to do with courts, so specify: forensic scientist.
formula one: no caps.
Formica: trade name.
fortuitous: does not mean fortunate, but by chance, accidental.
four-letter words: the famous "f" one usually gets readers' backs up. But if there is no alternative, ie, in direct
quotes, tone it down with “f---” or “f---ing”. Fiction writers have a free hand, of course.
Fourth of July: spell out in American Independence Day (not 4th).
four-wheel-drive vehicle: spell out in first instance, then abbreviate to 4WD.
fraction: when it stands alone, spell it out - one-quarter, one-half, one-10th. Use numerals when a fraction
appears with a full number - a 5-year-old.
Franz Josef: as in the glacier.
french: as in kiss, leave, letter and polish.
fullback: rugby.
full back: soccer.
fulltime: but part-time is hyphenated.
fundraise.
funeral director: not undertaker or (even worse) mortician.
further: in addition to (farther is about distance).

G

gaff: you gaff a fish, but if you make a gaffe it's a mistake.
gambit: a chess term meaning something given away in the opening to gain an advantage, so “opening gambit”
is tautology. And over-used.
Games: Olympic Games and Commonwealth Games, then “the games”.
Gandhi: as in Indira and Mahatma, not Ghandi.
gaol: no - use jail or prison.
gazump.
general election.
gender: give as much information as possible. If all the firefighters at the blaze are men, call them firemen. If
all the police officers attending a murder are women, call them policewomen. Chairperson is awful, chair is
now in common usage.
gibe: to jeer, as opposed to gybe, a nautical term meaning a change of course. The Americans spell the nautical
term jibe, so don't follow suit and confuse yourself (let alone the poor readers).
Gibraltar: it's not the Straits of Gibraltar, but the Strait.
gig: a musical event that has entered the lexicon.
Gipsy Moth: is an old biplane; gypsy moth is a pest.
girlfriend: one word.
glamorise, glamorous: but glamour.
gobsmacked: only if someone says it in a direct quote.
goldfield: and goldmine, goldminer and so on.
government: when referring to the government of the day or government in general, as in "a government
minister, a government decision"; however, the Labour Government; the Mickey Savage Government. The
Opposition is up at first.
Governor-General: hyphen. Plural is governors-general and lower case. The only exception is the Governor
General of Canada, who has lost his (or her) hyphen.
graffiti: two fs, not ts and it's plural (graffito is the singular).
-gram: as in microgram. Abbreviate to "mcg", as in "400mcg/l" for "400 micrograms per litre of breath".
grandad: but granddaughter.
great-grandfather: hyphen, and so is great-great-grandfather.

Great Britain: England, Wales and Scotland. If you want to include Northern Ireland, it's the United Kingdom
or Britain.
groups (music): should be treated as plural (even though they are technically a collective noun, which normally
takes singular), as in “The Rolling Stones are...”
gun: you can hold up the TAB at gunpoint, but gun should not be used when it's a rifle, pistol, revolver or
shotgun involved.
Guinness: as in the stout and The Guinness Book of Records (note the “The”, which is part of its title).
Gulf: just the Gulf, so as not to anger the Iraqis and the Persians and lots of other Arabs.
gutsful: as in former NZ prime minister Norm Kirk's famous phrase. Should only be used - like gobsmacked - in
a direct quote.

H

had: can usually be dispensed with, as in “he had had a bad day.”
Hague, The: not “the Hague”.
Haiti: never call it an island; it's joined to the Dominican Republic (together they're called Hispaniola).
halfback: the rugby player.
half-time.
halfway: line on the pitch.
hanged: a person sentenced to death is hanged; a picture is hung.
hangar: where you put an aircraft.
hanger: where you put a coat.
Hansard: not Hansard.
hapuku: not hapuka.
harebrained: not hairbrained.
Harley-Davidson: hyphen.
Hawke Bay: is the body of water.
Hawke's Bay: is the district.
headaches: do not use when you mean problems.
headmaster: and headmistress. Principal is preferred.
headquarters: singular - “a large headquarters” - but can be plural as in “Our headquarters are in Auckland”. If
it's HQ, it's singular.
health boards: Auckland District Health Board, then “the board” or “the DHB”.
healthcare: one word.
hello: not “hallo” and never, ever “hullo”.
Hell's Angels.
herculean: a herculean wine, a herculean task. No cap.
Hezbollah: not Hizbollah.
hijack: no hyphen.
Hillsborough: an area in Auckland, but the Hillsboro Bowling Club.
hip-hop.
HIV: human immuno-deficiency virus, which causes Aids. People with HIV don't necessarily have Aids (see
Aids).
Hobson's choice: do not confuse as the lesser of two evils; it means no choice at all.
Holocaust.
home town: not hometown, unless used to describe someone: hometown girl
homicide: sounds awfully American, but is sometimes used by police when they're not sure whether it's murder,
manslaughter or suicide. Try to use killing, rather than the h word.
Hong Kong: two words, but the HSBS is the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation.
horse race: two words, as is horse racing. Try to use racing, if the sport is obvious.
horses: “Sunline was one of New Zealand's finest racehorses. It was put down yesterday,” looks awful. If you
know the sex, use “he” or, as in Sunline's case, “she”.
hospitalised: don't use. Taken (but not “rushed”) to hospital.
hotel: a hotel, not “an”.
humorist: and humorous; but if you haven't got it, it's humourless.

I

ice age: no caps.
Identikit: proprietary name, cap it.
ie: not i.e., but try to avoid. Write: “that is”.
ifs and buts: no 'pos.
immigrate: enter a country (emigrate: leave a country).
immune to: not from.
imply/infer: the listener infers, the speaker implies. So when you hint at something, someone infers something
from it. To imply is to insinuate, to suggest the truth of something; infer means to deduce or conclude from.
impostor: not imposter.
impracticable: does not mean hard to do; it means impossible.
impractical: can be done, but not right now.
inadmissible: not able.
index: the plural is indexes, unless it's scientific or economic when it's indices.
in fact: very rarely needed, in fact.
infamous: vile or shameful, not notorious.
infer/imply: the listener infers, the speaker implies. So when you hint at something, someone infers something
from it.
infinite: doesn't mean very large, it means without limit.
infinitives, split: as Fowler says in Modern English Usage those who neither know nor care what a split
infinitive is are the vast majority and “are happy folk, to be envied”. So it's acceptable to split 'em, but
sometimes it can sound inelegant, so use common sense.
inflammable: means the same as flammable (easily set alight). If it's not flammable, it's non-flammable.
initials: A.D. Potter or A D Potter, not AD Potter.
IOC: it's the International Olympic Committee, not Olympics.
inoculate.
inquiry: not enquiry.
insure: against risk (ensure: make certain).
international date line: lower case.
internet: not capped.
Is: may be used as abbreviation for islands. No dot after the “s”.
ise: not "ize", except for capsize and synthesize.
Islanders: people from the Pacific Islands.
Israeli: a citizen of Israel (and not necessarily Jewish). Israelite refers not to today's Israel, but ancient Israel.
is to: usually means "will".
ize: ise: not "ize", except for capsize and synthesize.

J

Jacuzzi: is a trade name. If it's not a Jacuzzi, it's a spa bath.
jail, jailer: not gaol, gaoler.
al-Jazeera.
Jeep: trade name.
jejeune: doesn't mean young - it means naive or unsophisticated.
Jetstar.
jewellery.
jobseeker.
jobs: editor of the Sunday Star-Times, governor of the Reserve Bank (no cap, usually).
jodhpurs: not jodphurs.
Johns Hopkins University: not John Hopkins.
JP: perfectly all right for justice of the peace (no caps).
judges: the style for district court judges is, for first mention, to use the surname preceded by the title and first
name: Judge John Erber; thereafter Erber or the judge. For high court judges, the style is: Justice John Plowright
(first mention); thereafter Plowright or the judge. In the case of a titled judge, the style is: Justice Dame Silvia
Cartwright.
Judgment: no “e” after the “g”.

junior: use Jr, not Jun or Jnr, so it's Sammy Davis Jr.
just deserts: it would be “just desserts” if you only want pudding.

K

kahawai: not kawhai.
Karangahape Rd: after first instance K Rd is fine.
karat: n - carat.
Kathmandu: capital of Nepal.
keeper (wicket): no apostrophe.
Kentucky Fried Chicken: is known as KFC, to disguise the “Fried” word. So the full term is now used only in
a historical sense.
kerosene: what the Americans call paraffin.
Khyber Pass Rd: the road is in Auckland; if it's just Khyber Pass it's in Pakistan.
kibbutz: and the plural is kibbutzim.
kick-off, kick-start.
Kiev: is the capital of Ukraine, not the Ukraine.
killer: can be a murderer, but not a synonym for assassin.
kilogram: not kilogramme, and the abbreviation is kg.
kilometres: do not abbreviate, as in: “You only need to look back to the bog a few kms up the road”.
kilometres per hour: km/h.
King's Cross: Sydney and London.
kiwi: flightless bird, or the NZ dollar.
kiwi dollar: use NZ dollar, or the kiwi.
Kiwi: New Zealander.
Kiwis: the league team.
Kmart: the US chain store has no hyphen.
kneejerk: no hyphen, but it’s a cliche.
knockout: a fourth round knockout; but “to knock out”.
knots: a measure of a nautical speed, not distance. So in “20 knots per hour” the per hour is redundant.
knowhow: one word.
knowledgeable.
Kodak: trade name, cap.
Koran: capitalise and italicise, like the Bible.
kowtow.
Ku Klux Klan: no hyphens.
kumara: not kumera.
Kyoto Protocol: caps.

L

laager: is a South African encampment; lager is a beer.
Labor Day: if we're referring to the United States.
Labor Party: if we're referring to Australia.
Labour Day: in NZ; but Labour weekend.
lady, ladies: use woman, women (unless in the bowling club title...).
Lagos: commonly mistakenly referred to as capital of Nigeria, which is Ajuba.
laid-back: hyphen.
laissez-faire: not “laisser”.
lama: is a monk; llama is an animal.
lance-corporal.
Land Rover: not hyphenated; nor is Range Rover.
landfall, landfill, landmine: one word.
landslide, landslip: ditto.
languor, languorous: not “our”.
lap dancer: but lap-dancing.
laptop: as in computer, all one word.

largesse: not largess.
“Last Post”: is always sounded, not played (“Reveille”, likewise). And it's not “The Last Post”, just “Last Post”.
later: not “later on”.
Latin: it's Latin dancing, Latin temperament, Latin music, Latin history.
lawmaker: one word.
lawnmower: ditto.
lay, lie: a person lays a carpet, but lies on it.
leader: of the Opposition, Labour leader.
lean, leap: past tenses are leant (not leaned), leapt (not leaped).
Leaning Tower of Pisa: note caps.
learned.
led: is the past tense of lead, as in “they led him astray”.
legroom: one word, as is elbowroom, headroom.
Leonardo da Vinci: first mention, then he's Leonardo, not da Vinci.
lepers: are people with leprosy, or people affected by leprosy.
less/fewer: fewer applies to a number (fewer dollars), less to a quantity (less cash), as in “there are fewer trees in
flower; there is less water in the tank.”
Levi's: takes an apostrophe, but the jean company is Levi Strauss.
Lieutenant-Colonel, Lieutenant-General: caps and hyphen at first, then “the colonel said” or “the general
ordered”.
liaison.
lift-off: hyphen, as with take-off.
like: not a synonym for “such as”.
likeable: not likable.
linchpin: not lynchpin.
liquidambar: the tree.
literally: don’t use as an expression of emphasis.
livelihood.
loan/lend: "loan" is a noun, "lend" the verb. The past tense of the verb is "lent". A "loan" is what is "lent".
local bodies: caps first - Auckland Council, then the council. But if there are several, after first mention
Auckland council, and so on.
locally produced: no hyphen.
lockout: as the wharfies would say of the '51 dispute.
Longchamp: is the French racecourse (which is one word), not Longchamps.
longstanding: no hyphen.
lookout: as in on watch, one word. But to look out for.
Lord Mayor: caps first instance, thereafter lord mayor.
The Lord of the Rings: Note “The” at start of title. And while we're on Tolkien, the second film is The Two
Towers, not Twin Towers.
Lord's: where they play cricket.
Lords: where the lords sit (and it's singular: “The Lords is sitting tomorrow to discuss style books”).
loveable: middle “e” as in likeable.
lowlife: plural is lowlifes, not lowlives.
Lurex: trade name.
Lycra: trade name.
Lyon: is in France. Lyons is in South Australia and all over the United States (Colorado, Georgia, Indiana,
Kansas, Michigan, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Wisconsin and who knows where
else).

M

Macau: not Macao.
Mac, Mc: be careful with 'em. The artist is Colin McCahon. And that model is Macpherson.
Mace: the spray is a trade name.
McDonald's: the 'burger joint.
McDonnell Douglas: no hyphen.

Macy's: in New York.
Madame Tussaud's: in London.
Madison Square Garden: the New York sports complex is not plural.
Madonna: her maiden name is Ciccone, not Ciccione.
maestros: if there's more than one of them (not maestri).
Mafia: takes caps only in Italy and the United States, not Australia or Russia.
Mafikeng: if we're talking about the relief of Mafeking, then use the historic spelling; if not, it's now Mafikeng.
maharajah: final "h".
makeover: one word, albeit an awful one.
make-up: as in cosmetics.
The Mall: as in the London street, the "The" is capped.
manifestos: not manifestoes.
Manila: capital of the Philippines.
manoeuvre: and manoeuvring, manoeuvrable.
Manukau: in Auckland, but in Wellington there is Manakau.
marshal: the military rank is not an air marshall.
marxist, marxism: after Karl Marx.
Mary Celeste: the famous ship was not the Marie Celeste.
masseur/masseuse: the first is male, the second is female.
massive: means bulky. It should not be applied to pay rises or increases in unemployment numbers.
MasterCard.
masterclass: one word.
may/might: don't get confused. Might is used to refer to past possibilities that did not happen.
mayday: as in call for help, but May Day, as in holiday.
medallist: two “ls”. Same with triallist.
media: plural of medium. So: “The media are always responsible.”
medieval: not mediaeval.
Mediterranean.
meet: not “meet with”.
mementoes: not mementos.
Mercedes-Benz: hyphen.
MetService.
Michelangelo: not Michaelangelo.
microgram: abbreviate to mcg, as in 400mcg/l for 400 micrograms per litre of breath.
microlight: microlite is awful.
midday, midweek: don't hyphenate.
Middle Ages: caps.
Middle-earth: as in The Lord of the Rings.
midnight: not 12 midnight.
MiG: former Soviet aircraft.
mike: abbreviation for microphone; “mic” is also more prevalent these days.
military ranks: if it's a compound (where two ranks are joined) it takes a hyphen - Lieutenant-Colonel, MajorGeneral, Rear-Admiral. But Air Commodore, Second Lieutenant, and Lance Corporal.
millennium: technically it ended on December 31, 2000, but common usage has it ending on December 31,
1999.
million: write out one to nine million, then 10 million and so on. After first mention, abbreviate to m.
miniskirt: no hyphen.
minuscule: not miniscule.
misspell.
Moby-dick: looks awful, but that's the correct way for Herman Melville's novel.
moccasins: not mocassins.
Moet & Chandon: the bubbly maker is no longer Moet et Chandon.
Moldova: no longer Moldavia.
money: $1 for NZ dollars (don't put $1.00). For US dollars, the style is $US22, or US33c. For euros and pounds
sterling, use the symbols.

more than/over: “more than" is used to refer to numbers, such as crowds; "over" is for sentences such as "horses
jump over low gates."
mortician: use funeral director (if that’s what he or she is).
motorways: our motorways are given caps, Southern Motorway, and so on, but “the motorway system”. If
there's a British traffic story we don't need to say “M1 motorway” - M1 will suffice. And on road abbreviations,
here state highways are, for example, SH21.
Movable: no “e” after the “v”.
mugging: theft by violence in the open air, so people can't be mugged in their own home.
mujahideen: people fighting a jihad.
Muslim: not Moslem.

N

'n': as in rock'n'roll (one word); some use rock ‘n’ roll.
names: spell out, Charles Smith, and only use initials if they are famous, W G Grace, P T Barnum. Nicknames
only if well known. Subsequent mentions, use surname only.
Nasa: so famous we don't need to remind readers it's the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
national anthem.
Nato: not NATO.
Native American: Geronimo.
native American: Donald Trump.
naught: as in “it came to naught”. Nought is the digit “0”.
nautical mile: one is about 1835m. Abbreviated as: “23n/m”.
nave: central isle in a church, as opposed to a knave, who is a rogue.
navy: Royal New Zealand Navy, then navy. RNZS Otago.
Nazi, Nazism: capped.
Neanderthal: cap and beware the “h”.
nearby: adjective or adverb, doesn't matter - it's one word.
neither: takes a singular verb - “neither is…” - and it's “neither Donna nor Tony…”
Nepalese: people from Nepal and the language they speak.
nerve racking: not wracking.
net: not nett.
net: acceptable abbreviation for internet (and email lower case, no dash).
the Netherlands: not Holland, unless we're talking about the Dutch football team. But not Netherlander - they
are Dutch.
nevertheless: one word (as is nonetheless – not nontheless).
new: often redundant as in “set a new record”, “a new innovation” or “a new invention”.
newborn: the babies don't get a hyphen.
Newcastle: the one in New South Wales is easy, but in England it's Newcastle upon Tyne and Newcastle-underLyme.
newlyweds: one word, but newly wed as adjective.
newsreader: not newscaster.
newspapers: get their titles right. Often there's confusion as to whether the word “The” is in it (for example, it's
the NZ Herald, and no longer The Mirror - it's Daily Mirror).
New Testament.
new year: as in "in the new year..."; but New Year's Day, New Year's Eve.
New York: it's a city and a state, so be careful.
nightclub.
Ninety-Mile Beach: not 90 Mile.
Nissan: car maker; Nissen - hut maker.
Nobel Prize: for a specific subject, Literature, Medicine. But non-specific - Nobel prize.
No 1: no full point.
No 10: as in Downing St, not Number 10.
noisome: has nothing to do with noise. It means "disgusting".
no man's land.
non-words: writers "invent" words, sometimes by fusing two existing ones: alot instead of a lot, (not to be confused
with allot, which means "to assign"; alright instead of all right; “anytime, anymore, anyday (confused with

"anywhere") should all be two words – “any time, any more, any day”. Columnist Joe Bennet invented a new one:
"somewhen".
no-no.
none: singular, as in “none of the candidates is acceptable.”
nonetheless: one word.
noon: prefer to 12pm (and midnight to 12am).
no-one.
northern hemisphere.
North Island: thus North Islander, and for a South Island resident, South Islander.
North Pole: capped.
Nuremberg: the war crimes trial was not held in Nuremburg.

O

oblivious of: not oblivious to. Means forgetful or unaware, not ignorant.
obscenities: the famous four-letter words (f and c) are to be avoided, but in direct quotes where essential to the
story should be dealt with by dashes so f---, f------, c---, m….f…. . Shit and arse are all right.
obtuse: means mentally slow, and not to be confused with abstruse (hard to understand) or obscure.
obviate: has nothing to do with "obvious". It means to get or do away with a need.
oceans, seas: upper case, as in Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Tasman Sea, Red Sea.
occupied territories.
odd singular: three years is a long time; forty cents is too expensive; fish and chips is my favourite meal.
odds: 100-1 is long odds and most unlikely: 10-1 is shorter but still unlikely. Odds on (2-1 on) means it's likely.
offbeat: no hyphen.
offhand.
official assignee: no caps.
official communique: a communique is an official statement, making “official” redundant.
offside.
Oh: not O.
oilfield.
oil painting.
old: do not use old-age pensioners, use pensioners.
Old Masters: caps, as in works of art.
Old Testament.
Olympics: OK as short form of Olympic Games. Note: games after first instance, but Olympic and Olympics
always capped. And IOC is International Olympic Committee (not Olympics).
ombudsman: the Chief Ombudsman gets caps, others are just ombudsmen.
ongoing: say continuing.
online.
only: is dangerous. It should go next to the word(s) you want it to qualify. Its position in a sentence can change the
meaning entirely, as in “he received only $5 for the clock” means he got no more than $5 for it; “he only received $5
for the clock” means he only received the money, he didn't do anything else with it; “he received $5 for the clock
only” means the clock alone fetched $5; “only he received $5 for the clock” means he was the only person to get $5.
on to/onto: as in "they went on to great things". But "she was voted onto the board".
Open: British Open and United States Open, then open.
opencast: mining.
operations: in things like hsyterectomy, appendectomy and splenectomy, the word “operation” is redundant.
Opposition: first mention, then down.
ordinance: direction, decree, but ordnance is guns (bloody big guns).
ours: no apostrophe.
Outback: capped when referring to remote parts in Australia (not “the Outback”).
over: do not use as synonym of “more than” when followed by a number. “He scored more than 20 tries every
season” not over; “the fire killed more than 100 people” not over. Sheep jump over things.
over (prefix): if it looks nice (even if there's a double r in the middle) do not hyphenate. So, overrule, override,
overcapacity, overuse. But overage would look silly, so over-age.

P

Pacific Islands: then “the islands”.
Pacific Rim.
paedophile: person sexually attracted to children (not to be confused with pederast, who has sex with boys).
paintings: they get italics, as in J M W Turner's Rain, Steam and Speed.
Pākehā: capped.
Pakistani: both a person from Pakistan and an adjective: “Pakistani cricket ...”
Pak'nSave: the supermarket.
palace: Buckingham Palace, then “the palace”. Same for all the others.
pantyhose: one word.
paparazzi: when there's more than one of them. Singular is paparazzo.
paraphernalia: not paraphanalia.
parentheses: brackets.
parenthesis: a word or words of explanation inserted in a sentence (often in parentheses).
park: spell out, as Eden Park (not Pk).
Parkinson's disease: and Parkinson's law.
parliament: generally and genetically – as in “Most parliaments have side-stepped the law and order issue”- it's
down. However, if you’re referring to the NZ Parliament in subsequent mentions, cap it: “When Parliament
today…” Foreign parliaments like Knesset and Duma get capped, then call them parliament.
part-time: but fulltime (no hyphen).
Party: Labour party, National party.
passed: a common euphemism for “died”. If someone died, so say so.
passer-by: plural is passers-by.
pastime.
patients: have not been in prison, they have been in hospital so they are discharged, not released.
payout, payoff: no hyphens.
peacekeeping: and peacekeeper and peacetime.
Pearl Harbor: there's no such place as Pearl Harbour.
Peking: there is Peking duck and Peking man, but the city is now Beijing.
penicillin.
pensioners: not “old age pensioners”, they don't like it.
Pepsi-Cola: hyphen.
per: use “a”, so it's not “Coal is $500 per tonne”.
percent: as in 10 percent; note: nine percent; use % only in tables.
percentage: be careful. If Labour's support drops from 50 percent to 40 percent in the polls, it has only lost 10
percentage points, but 20 percent of its support. If in doubt, find an expert.
permissible.
persons: no, they are people, or, as The Guardian put it: “Can you imagine Barbra Streisand singing 'Persons
who are persons'?”
personnel: awful word, use employees, workers or - even - people.
Perspex: trade name.
petfood: no hyphen, like catfood and dogfood.
Phnom Penh.
phone: no need to apostrophise.
phone numbers: 09-302-1300.
phoney: not phony.
photo-finish: but photo call and photo opportunity.
Philips: the electronics giant, but Phillips, the screwdriver.
The Picture of Dorian Gray: Oscar Wilde did not write about Dorian Grey.
pidgin English: is not spoken by pigeons.
pigeonhole.
Pilates: capital.
PIN: stands for personal identification number. PIN number is redundant.
place names: for NZ, see Section 1, Chapter 2.

planes: prefer aircraft.
planets: Venus, Mars and so on are capped, as are stars like the Southern Cross.
play-off.
plays: Macbeth, Hamlet, The Tempest.
PlayStation.
P&O.
poetess: no, she's a poet.
pohutukawa.
Polaroid: trade name.
police ranks: spell out, Detective Chief Inspector Plod, Senior Sergeant Plod, then just Plod.
politics: singular, as in “Politics is a popular subject at university”, “Politics is the art of blah, blah, blah”.
Poms: capped. And it's Pommie, not Pommy.
the Pope: capped. He's God's right-hand man, so “the Pope”. But you could use “the pontiff”.
populist: does not mean popular, but appealing or pandering to the masses.
Portaloo: trade name.
possum: no opossums, thanks.
postgraduate.
postmortem: and the term “postmortem examination” is superfluous.
postprimary: but Post Primary Teachers' Association.
postwar: and prewar.
PoW: prisoner of war.
practice: this is a noun, as in “The doctor's practice”. Practise is a verb. “The doctor practises his putting
stroke.”
Prado: is the famous Madrid art gallery, not to be confused with the Pardo Palace on the outskirts of Madrid.
preschool.
presently/currently: avoid, because they are usually superfluous. Presently can still mean "soon" rather than "now".
press: lower case, but Press Council.
prestigious: it means having prestige, but it's getting tired. Admired, esteemed, respected, highly regarded.
preventive: as in detention, not “preventative”.
Prime Minister: capped in first instance, then “the prime minister said”. Lower case when speaking generally:
“Jacinda Ardern is a prime minister who…”
Prince: Prince Charles, in first instance, then “the prince”. Forget the Prince of Wales stuff. Similarly, with the
Duke of Edinburgh - everyone knows he's Prince Philip.
Princess Diana: not Diana, Princess of Wales, that's for the Court Register.
Privy Council: and please note, its members are Privy Counsellors.
profanities: see obscenities under O, or swear words under S.
programme: the only time we use “program” is when we are talking about computers.
prone: face down (supine is face up).
propeller: not propellor.
protester: not protestor.
protege: is male, protegee is female.
p's and q's.
pyjamas: not pajamas.

Q

Qantas.
quadriplegic: has quadriplegia, not quadraplegia.
queueing: takes an "e" in the middle.
quiz show: as with chat show, game show and talk show, there's no hyphen.
Queen's Counsel: he/she may be a Queen's Counsel, but it's Joe or Jocelyn Smith, QC.
quisling: a traitor, is lower case.

R

racecourse: and raceday, racehorse, racetrack. But horse race.
Rachmaninov: not Rachmaninoff.
racked: by pain, or doubt. Not wracked.

racket: not tennis racquet.
RAF: Royal Air Force.
rainforest: one word.
rajah: final h.
R&B: rhythm and blues.
rand: South African currency, plural is rands.
Range Rover: no hyphen.
rapt: not "wrapped" when referring to being enraptured.
rarefied: rarefy (not rarified).
rebut: argue to the contrary (refute means you've won the argument).
receive: is one of the three most misspelled words in English. The others are "there" (confused with "their") and
"liaison" (misspelled "liason”). "Receive" is the best-known example of the rule: “i” before “e”, except after “c”. The
exceptions are a few words like "foreign", seize, and “weird”.
record: no such thing as setting a new record, or an all-time record.
refute: do not used it when you mean "deny". Refute is a step further - it means to disprove something, not merely
dispute or disagree.
regimen: as a medical course, diet, etc, not a synonym for regime.
in respect of: avoid, and don’t use “in respect to”.
restaurateur: not restauranteur.
restive: has a meaning close to "restless", almost the opposite of "restful".
resuscitate.
Returned Services Association: note “Services”. After that - RSA.
re-use: note hyphen, because reuse looks odd.
Reveille: like “Last Post”, it is sounded, not played.
Revelation: the book in the Bible is not Revelations.
Right: is capped when it refers to a group - “National has been hijacked by the Right” - but lower case in
“National has swung to the right”.
rivers: caps as in Waikato River, River Thames, Mississippi River.
road rage.
rock'n'roll: one word.
Rollerblade: trade name.
rollercoaster: one word.
Rolls-Royce: hyphen.
roofs: not “rooves”.
Roundtable: as in the business organisation.
royal family: lower case, also royal visit, royal yacht.
running-mate: hyphen.
rush hour: but rush-hour traffic (where it becomes an adjective).

S

sacrilegious: it's from sacrilege.
said: said Bill English.
Saint: abbreviate to St in a title.
saleroom: one word.
Sars: severe acute respiratory syndrome, and then Sars.
Satan, Satanism; but “England's dark, satanic mills”.
Saudi Arabia: do not abbreviate the country to Saudi, but it is the Saudi royal family.
Savile Row: London street is not Saville.
scars: do not heal. Wounds heal, scars remain.
schoolboy: and schoolgirl, schoolchild, schoolteacher, but school-leaver.
School Certificate.
Schwarzenegger, Arnold; former Governor of California.
Scotch: whisky; not to be used as a substitute for Scottish and Scots. Also see “whisky”.
scrapheap: one word.
Scripture(s): cap for Holy Scripture, but lower case for scriptural.

scriptwriter.
seabed: and seabird, seagull, seashore, seasick.
seas: upper case in a title - Caspian Sea, Tasman Sea.
seasonal: but unseasonable.
seasons: spring, summer, autumn and winter are lower case. But Winter Olympics.
second-hand.
Secretary-General: of the United Nations.
see-saw: hyphen.
seize: not sieze.
select committee: upper case with full title, as in Style Book Select Committee, and then select committee, or
just committee.
self: as a prefix takes a hyphen - self-employed, etc.
Sellotape: the adhesive or sticky tape is a trade name.
senior: in the American context abbreviate to Sr (not Sen or Snr). So it's George Bush Sr.
Senior Sergeant Brown: no hyphen.
September 11: 9/11 is acceptable shorthand and preferable to BBC's 911, which is a make of sports car.
setback.
sevens: no longer seven-a-side:
sewage: is the stuff in the sewerage system.
Shakespeare: it is Shakespearean (not -ian).
shall and should: don't confuse with will and would. Generally, shall and should go with first person (I shall, I
should), will and would with the others (he will, they would).
Sharia: is Islamic law, so “Sharia law” is tautologous.
sheikh.
Shia: not Shiite.
shiftless: means "lazy" or lacking resourcefulness, not necessarily "immobile".
ships: HMNZS Waikato, Mary Celeste, QM2. And all ships are “it”, not “she”.
shoo-in: beloved of American sports writers is not shoe-in.
shoot-out: as in penalty.
shopfront: and shopkeeper, shoplifter, shopowner, but shop assistant, shop steward.
shortlist: one word.
sibling: no; brother or sister.
sickbed: and deathbed.
siege: not seige.
Siena: Tuscan city.
sienna: pigment.
Silicon Valley: and silicon chip.
silicone: as in breast implants.
Sim card: subscriber identity module card.
sin bin: two words.
singalong.
singeing: getting burned.
siphon: not syphon.
Sistine Chapel: not Cistine.
situation: crisis situation, ongoing situation and no-win situation, should be avoided, unless in direct quotes.
Six Nations Championship: the northern rugby competition.
sizeable.
skulduggery: not skullduggery.
Smithsonian: the Washington museums are the Smithsonian Institution (not Institute) and can be abbreviated to
“the Smithsonian”.
song titles: take quote marks, not italics: “I Left my Heart in San Francisco”. But album titles, The Best of
Adele.
SOS.
Sotheby's.
southern hemisphere.

span (of years): 1999-2002; but between 1999 and 2002, not between 1999-2002.
speak to: not “with”.
Speaker: of the House, is capped.
spin-doctor: hyphen.
spokesman (or spokeswoman): preferable to “spokesperson”.
spots: blackspot, hotspot and troublespot.
stalemate: means the end of the game, not deadlock or impasse.
Streisand: Barbra, not Barbara.
suicide: cannot be used as a verb. It is illegal to publish that someone committed suicide unless this is a finding of
the coroner's court.
suing: as in taking to court.
Super Bowl: the American football competition has two words and takes Roman numerals (2019 will be Super
Bowl LIII).
supine: lying face-up. See prone.
swatting: flies. If books, it's “swotting”.
swear words: the famous four-letter words (f and c) are to be avoided, but in direct quotes where essential to
the story should be dealt with by dashes so f---, f------, c---. Shit and arse are all right.
synthesizer: as in music (synthesise for chemicals).

T

tad: this Americanism is used a tad too much.
takeaway: as in food.
take-off: what an aircraft does.
take off: what a stripper does.
Taliban: it's “the Taliban” and plural, so “the Taliban are”.
talk show: or chat show, quiz show.
tarakihi: not terakihi.
tautology: is saying the same thing twice in different words, as in close proximity, dead body, total stranger, new
innovation.
Tchaikovsky.
television/radio programmes: italicise.
Ten Commandments: not 10 Commandments.
tendinitis: not tendonitis.
textbook: one word, as are guidebook, rulebook and, of course, stylebook.
theirs: no apostrophe.
Thermos: trade name.
Third Reich.
Third World.
tidbits.
time: 2.30am, 4.30pm. At 1am (not at 1am in the morning). At 4pm (not at 4pm in the afternoon. Noon and
midnight, better than 12am or 12pm and not 12 noon). And avoid “at about”, since it is one or the other, not
both.
tiresome: means "tedious" or "boring", not "tiring".
J R R Tolkien: not Tolkein.
topdressing.
transsexual: one word, no hyphen.
trans-Tasman: similarly trans-Atlantic.
tri nations: unless it’s the rugby one, as in Tri-Nations
Triads: give 'em a cap, like Mafia.
trots: as in harness racing, no cap.
try to: too many times we try to say “try and”. We must try to stop it.
Tsar: not Czar.
T-shirt.
Tube: as in the London Underground system, takes a cap.
Turin Shroud: then “the shroud”.

U

unbalance: throw off balance (imbalance is the noun for lack of balance).
u-boat: hyphenated and lower case “u”.
Uefa: as in the football competition, it's not UEFA.
Ukraine: as with Waikato and Hawke's Bay, omit “the”.
ultraviolet: all one word.
unchristian: lower case c.
unco-ordinated: and co-ordinate.
under: beneath or below, not less or fewer than.
underage: one word.
under-secretary: hyphen.
undertaker: prefer funeral director.
underwater: as in exploration, but “the couple were married under water”.
under way: two words.
unfazed: not unphased
uninterested: not interested, as opposed to disinterested, meaning unbiased.
unique: it's an absolute. Not “very”, not “quite”…and if it's “almost” then it's not unique.
United Nations: like the BBC, it's well known now, so UN. UN Security Council and UN General Assembly in
first mention, then the council and the assembly.
United Kingdom: UK acceptable in headlines and after first reference, but be careful; UK is England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland, while British Isles includes the UK, Republic of Ireland, the Isle of Man and the
Channel Islands. Great Britain is England, Wales and Scotland.
US or United States: not USA.
University Entrance: caps.
until: interchangeable with “till”, but “up until now” is a no-no, use “so far”.
universe.
universities: Waikato University, not University of Waikato. University College London takes no comma.
university posts: Vice-Chancellor, Dean, Professor, lower case later if using the title.
unlikeable, unloveable.
Untouchables: as in the Indian caste system (not the TV series) is capped.
up-and-under: hyphens (in rugby).
upfront.
upmarket: one word.
upon: don't use - it's archaic. Say "on".
upper-case – as in “caps”.
utilise: use “ise”.
Utopia and Utopian: caps.

V

vacuum: don't use Hoover, which is a trade name.
vagaries: do not confuse with changes in the weather - the word means aimless wanderings or eccentric ideas.
Valentine's Day: forget the “St”, but keep a cap V for Valentine card, or present.
Valium: trade name, cap.
Vaseline: proprietary, so use cap.
VE-Day: hyphenate, as D-Day, VJ-Day.
Velcro: trade mark.
veranda: no “h” usually, unlike rajah or maharajah. Some use verandah.
verbs from nouns: avoid bureaucratic language that turns nouns into verbs, as in “agenda - agenda'd”; “priority –
prioritise”; “accessed” seems to have become accepted usage. “Impacted” without the following “on” is wrong..
verbosity: “on the part of” (by); “a large number of” (many); “numerous occasions” (often).
verdict: a criminal trial term, so do not use in civil cases. And a coroner records a verdict.
versus: New Zealand v Australia, not vs.
very/quite/rather: are vague words that don't usually add anything. How long is a "very" long piece of string? Six
metres or a kilometre?
vice: it is vice-president, vice-admiral, but vice squad.

vice versa: no hyphen.
vintage: when we are talking cars, it refers to vehicles made between 1919 and 1930. Veteran cars are those
made before 1919.
vitamins: A, B and C, etc, in caps.
Vodafone: not Vodaphone.

W

Waikato: not “the Waikato”. As with Hawke's Bay, Bay of Plenty, Horowhenua, Manawatu, etc, dump the
“the”.
Waitangi: “Treaty of” in first instance, then the treaty.
walkover: one word.
Wal-Mart: hyphen, middle cap.
warlord: one word.
warrant of fitness: lower case and after that wof.
wars: World War I, World War II, Korean War, Vietnam War, Six Day War (no hyphen), but Falklands
conflict - war was never formally declared.
Washington: No need to say Washington DC if it's obviously the city we're talking about. But Washington
State and New York State need to be written as such to avoid confusion with the cities.
weather: not “weather conditions”.
Weight Watchers: trade name.
wellbeing.
well known.
wellnigh: one word.
western: as in films.
Westie: generic term for those from West Auckland (caps).
Whangaparaoa: try to get it right - that “-aoa” finish can confuse.
wharfs: not wharves.
whereabouts: this is singular, as in “The whereabouts of the man is unknown”. But whereabouts is an ugly
word. Say: “Nobody knows where he is”.
wherever: loses an “e” in the middle.
whether: does not usually need "or not" after it, as in “the man does not know whether to go to the shop”.
while: not whilst.
whinge, whingeing: not winge.
whisky: this is Scotch; put an “e” in it and it's Irish or American whiskey.
whistle-blower: hyphen.
whistle-stop: as in tour, hyphen.
whys and wherefores: no apostrophes.
wide: do not hyphenate countrywide, nationwide and worldwide.
wine: use lower case for type and the grape - bordeaux, burgundy, champagne, claret and so on. But it's a
Cote du Rhone. If it refers to a specific region say: “Most burgundy is crap and the best wines are from
Bordeaux.” Or: “I only buy my champagne in Champagne.” If it's a particular wine, say “Montana Chardonnay
2016”.
Winnie-the-Pooh: the bear gets hyphens (while he’s still around).
witnesses: New Zealand witnesses do not take the stand, they give evidence. Taking the stand means they've
stolen it.
workaholic: has an “a”, unlike chocoholic, which doesn't.
world cup: is lower case, unless it's the soccer one, or refers to the Rugby World Cup/League World
Cup/Cricket World Cup, etc.
world: try to avoid when talking about sporting world, fashion world and so on. It's sports and fashion.
World Trade Center.
World War I: and World War II.
World Wide Fund for Nature: abbreviated to WWF and is not worldwide.
World Series: the baseball event gets caps.
would have: not "would of".
wry: but wrily.

X

Xerox: trade name, so cap it.
x-ray: no longer necessary to have the upper-case X. It's also a verb. You can x-ray someone.

Y

Yahoo!: takes the shriek mark.
Yemen: Again, as in Waikato, Hawke's Bay, no need for “the”.
yeti: the abominable snowman doesn't get a cap.
yours: no apostrophe.

Z

-ze: we prefer the -ise ending, except in capsize and synthesize (and synthesizer).
Zeitgeist: cap Z for “spirit of the times”.
zeppelin: lower case for the count's airship.
zigzag, zigzagging: no hyphen.
Zimmer frame: trade name, cap it.

8

Typography

Typography is the “science” of using type. Computer word processing offers the writer a range of
powerful typographic and publishing tools, but sometimes people get carried away experimenting
with effects.
The result can be loss of legibility and clarity.
The following is a basic outline of how to use typographic tools effectively and without making
things hard for the reader.
Note that many of the recommendations here come from centuries of experience in the UK
newspaper industry, and later US research that tracked the behaviour of readers’ eyes as they
scanned text.

fonts

Font comes from "fount" and is broadly applied to sets of type of one face (that is, style), such as
Helvetica, Calibri, Times New Roman or hundreds of others.
It can also refer to a stylistic look (like italic).
Scaleable fonts like those used by Microsoft Word are typefaces whose size can be changed from
tiny to gigantic.
The standard default font used in Microsoft Word is a semi-serif face like Calibri or full serif style
like Times New Roman (see explanation below).
However, you can choose whatever typeface you want.
The thing to remember is that 400 years of reading type seems to have trained the human eye to
scan and absorb type with serifs (see below) more quickly than type without.
Long passages of sans-serif (no serif) text is harder to read.
A new magazine launched some time ago was entirely in sans serif – but changed to standard serif
when readers complained. That was probably a triumph of typographic “science” over designer
folly.

size

Type size is traditionally measured in "points" - the more points, the bigger the type. The standard
type used for the text of most newspapers is 9pt, although detailed sports results are sometimes
reduced to 6pt to save space.
Headlines are set in point sizes up to 84pt or 120pt for a banner across the top of the page.
Standards size for a text document online is 11pt; or sometimes 12pt if it is to be printed.
Sans serif (without serif) types like Arial can be used a point smaller in elements like photo
captions or blocks of direct quotations from a source.

CAPITALS v Capitals and lower case

Lower case (non-capital letter) writing is the easiest to read.
The relationship of each character (letter) to the next is easily absorbed by the eye when it scans
lower case type. It can take in whole words and groups of words without pausing.
ALL-CAPS TYPE IS HARD TO READ: the eye must define each character separately and work
out its relationship to the next character before a word becomes recognisable. That slows reading.
Use all-caps sparingly, perhaps just in the occasional heading.

serifs

As discussed above, type can be serif (with serifs) or sans (without) serif.
Serifs are the little squiggles or attachments on the tops and bottoms of most character (letter)
strokes - note the one on the bottom of the "t" in this type.
These help the eye work out the relationship of each character to its neighbour.

Without serifs, the image of each individual letter in a word becomes less clear and reading is
slowed by about 10 percent.
Sans is best used only in small sections to provide contrast with the main body of text; it works fine
in headings or captions.

italics

The basic body type in most common use is called Roman. Italics are a variation that can be used
for emphasis.
That's okay, but use them sparingly and never for long passages, because they are harder to read.
Some publications still use for italics for book, film, record album and other titles.
Note that the title of a chapter or article within a book will have double quotation marks, with only
the book or main publication title taking italics (see Section 5, References).

underlining
This is useful for emphasis, but again, use it sparingly. Long passages of underlined words are
unreadable. Note that book and other titles are not underlined, but are printed in italics.

bold

Bold type is another device best used for occasional emphasis only. Bold type is darker than
standard because it uses more ink, which makes characters less discernible. That slows the
reader's eye.

justification

In most newspaper body type and books, the text is justified (flush) down both the left and right-hand
margins (like this paragraph). That's called "full justification".
The computer automatically spaces out or hyphenates the words in each line so both ends touch the
margin.
Full justification does influence the width of columns. A column that’s is too narrow ends up with
odd spacing between words.
"Ragged right" (used in this paragraph) means leaving the right-hand margin un-justified.
It's a useful device for adding emphasis to a passage, or to one story on a page of stories (as in a
newspaper). But it is harder to read than fully justified type.

leading

Leading is the white space between lines of type. It is an old printers' term that refers to the thin
strips of lead (pronounced "led") metal that could be placed between lines of type to space them
out.
This was sometimes needed if a newspaper story fell short of filling a space on a page. Bigger gaps
between the lines made the story occupy greater space.
Word processors are set at a standard "leading". It can be changed - but there are risks in doing so.
Depending on the width of each line on the page, too much leading will make the text too hard to
read (note this sample).

column size

The width of a column of type has a bearing on its legibility.
Small type stretched over a wide column is hard to read, as you can see from this example. Size must increase as the column widens.

9 References and quotes
References
This section deals with two broad areas - a) how to refer to sources in the body of a formal piece of writing; and
b) how to list reference sources at the end (the reference list). It is not a guide to news media or magazine
writing.

Providing references in the text

When writing something formal like a textbook or essay, you may need to quote people or acknowledge their
ideas. Such reference to other published work is often needed to support your arguments. When doing this, a
useful option is the Harvard System of Referencing.
Any reference to an author or published work in the text should later be listed in full in the reference list on the
final page. In other words, if you mention Jones in the text, you should later list the full title, etc, of his/her work
in the reference list.
Note the style for book and other titles is italics. An article or chapter within a book or publication has its title
enclosed in double quotation marks, with only the book or publication title taking italics.

Acknowledging the source of an idea or concept

This is done either:
By using the surname, followed by the date of the publication in brackets. You do not need to put the title of the
publication in the text of the essay: Smith (1990) found that... It is not possible to draw any firm
conclusions, says Jones (1989).
Or by using both the surname and the date in brackets:
The arrival of the third channel in 1989 had a profound effect on advertising patterns (Smith 1990). Only
one researcher in this area (Jones 1989) concluded there was any evidence...
Note the punctuation - no comma between name and date.
In the case of first reference to two or three authors, use their names: (Booth, Edwards and Horrocks 1992).
Booth, Edwards and Horrocks (1992) say that...
Note there is no comma after the second name.
In subsequent references, use the first name and the words "and others".
For more than three authors, use the name of the first followed by "and others": Pinner and others say...
Two or more references given together are separated by commas: Researchers have noted the regularity of
the way news is structured (McQuail 1984, Leitch 1990).
If you refer to a volume or section rather than a page, you need to indicate that: (Smith 1978, vol 3).
Note there is no full point after the abbreviation (vol or sec).
If you refer to a volume or chapter as well as the page number, then put a colon between the two: (Jones 1982,
2:89); that indicates chapter 2, page 89.
When a book has no individual author's name, use the name of the group or agency that published it: (Auckland
University of Technology 1992).
Some long group names may need to be shortened to make them manageable. In such cases it might be
necessary to use a cross reference to the full name in the reference list.

List of references at end of text in a formal report

The final page of your report should be a list of the authors and published works you have referred to. Arrange
the names in alphabetical order (by author's surname).
Put the surname first, then initials, then the date of publication, then the title of the publication, then the city
of publication and finally the publisher's name.
Note the punctuation. Note sub-titles have the first word capped, but the rest beginning in lower case (eg,
Intro: A beginner’s guide… etc).

Reference list
Edwards B and N Horrocks, 1992. Reporting for Television (3rd ed). Palmerston North; Dunmore
Press.
McGregor J and M Comrie, 1992. Whose News? Palmerston North; Dunmore Press.
Tucker J, 1999. Intro: A beginner’s guide to professional news journalism. Wellington; NZ Journalists
Training Organisation.
A book compiled by an editor has the following style: Jones E (ed), 1989. Weinberg's 21st Century Dictionary.
Wellington; Victoria University Press.
For a contribution to a book, the style is: Easby J, 1992. "Reporting by Numbers" in Tucker J and others.
Kiwi Journalist: A practical guide to news journalism. Auckland; Longman. 20:149-155.
Note: 20 is the chapter number, and 149-155 are the page numbers.
For a signed article in a magazine or periodical, the style is: Smith J, 2017. "Auckland News Media in the
80s" in Metro, vol 7, 47:75-81. Auckland; Bauer Media.
For a signed newspaper article, the style is: Booth P, 1986. "The Arthur Thomas Case Revisited", NZ
Herald. February 11, 2:13. Auckland.
For an unsigned article or published work, the style is: NZ Herald 1992. "Government Calls for Media Ban".
June 17, 1:16. Auckland.
For internet references, the style is: author’s name and initial (e-mail address if known), full date of resource or
your access date. “Title”.
Internet (name of service), page reference (site name if available): Steele R (steele@poynter.org), March 14,
1998. “The Ethics of Civic Journalism”. Internet (www), http://www.nando.net/prof/poynter/civic.html
(Poynter Institute of Media Studies).
For information received from a lecture, the style is: Boyd-Bell S, 2015. "Contempt of Court". Public Affairs
Reporting lecture, Auckland University of Technology, May 12.
For information received verbally, the style is: Ovens J, 2016. Private communication (or interview). May 3.

Quoting – directly
A "direct" quotation uses the source's exact words. Direct quotes should be used sparingly - usually only for
extra impact. The "indirect" quote or precis is much more concise.
It is preferable to name the source prior to the quote. That way, the reader knows straight away who you are
quoting.
If you want to direct quote a sentence or phrase in your text, put the quotation in double quotation marks and
include a page number at the end of the reference: Wolfe (1975, 17) said: "Reporters didn't want
much...merely to be stars. And of such minute wattage at that."
Note that book publishers prefer direct quotes to have single quote marks. The only time you would use double
quotes in such cases is when you have a quote within a quote (someone speaking who is quoting someone else).
The verb of attribution (said) can be present tense (says) for greater immediacy. Note there is a comma between
the date and page number, and a colon after "said". Another option is to use a comma after "said".
In news media writing, the custom is to begin an account using present tense attribution (says), then switch to
past tense for indirect quotes (said) and for verbs in the indirect quote.
If you directly quote a large passage, say a paragraph, you should indent (both margins) the quoted section.
Again, be sure to use double quote marks (unless it’s a book you’re writing). It's also preferable to begin with the
source's name,
Francis (1992, 111) had this to say about using the Official Information Act:
"Any journalist not firing off regular Official Information Act (OIA) requests is simply not doing his or
her job properly.

“The act, which became law in 1982, forces ministers of the crown, government departments, and a host
of other agencies (including state-owned enterprises, universities and school trustee boards) to release
information, unless they can give a very good reason why they should not."

Quoting - indirectly
An "indirect" quotation is your own precis of what the author said. It is more concise than using a lot of direct
quotations.
You must be sure you don't change the meaning of what was said.
Note that the tense within an indirect quotation is usually past tense: Francis (1992, 111) said journalists not
sending off regular Official Information Act requests were not doing their jobs properly.

10 Plagiarism
Plagiarism is copying someone else's work without acknowledgement. It is a form of dishonesty that is unethical
and in some cases, illegal.
Plagiarism includes:
Using or copying someone else's idea or work and pretending you thought of it or created it.
Neglecting to identify a quotation or a documented idea.
Paraphrasing a passage so closely that the reader is misled as to the source.

11 Defamation
There is a legal risk in publishing anything – the danger that you might defame someone.
The following is a list of dangers written by one of New Zealand’s most distinguished editors, the late Ross Sayers,
editor of the Auckland Star and later executive editor of NZ News Limited (in the 1970s and 80s, the country’s
biggest newspaper group). His advice holds good to this day:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Consider whether anything in your copy is critical of any person, his/her goods or services to the
community, in a damaging way.
If so, ask yourself whether it's likely to be defamatory in terms of the law. Are the statements privileged
under any law?
Are the words likely to disparage an individual, downgrade the person in the eyes of society, prejudice
him/her in his/her business or office, or expose her/him to contempt of ridicule?
And, above all, are the words true and can we prove them to be true?
If you're left with any doubt, refer it to someone in authority in your office. That person may take out
the offending part or even kill the whole story.
If you can't get a ruling, leave out the doubtful passage.
Never impute ulterior motives, or let others do so in words you are reporting.
Checking facts is of tremendous importance. As a general rule, check them yourself - don't rely on them
just because you've been given them in an interview.
If you obtain information from a public record such as the Companies Office, check the date and use it in
your story. The information may be months out of date, but you will be legally correct if you use the date.
In any critical or controversial story, try to establish a fair balance of pros and cons. Don't bury any
rejoinders at the end of the story where they may be lost in the editing process. Summarise all sides of an
argument near the top of the story.
It's important to give a criticised person right of reply, preferably in the same story. Right of reply is
legally essential in a situation of qualified privilege, such as coverage from a local body meeting.
A review of someone's performance must concentrate on the performance, not the person or her/his private
life. Make sure there is a clear distinction between your opinion and fact. Don't present opinion as fact.
Never accuse someone of deliberate violence. This is a subjective judgement and usually cannot be
proved. Such judgements should be left to the courts or a disciplinary hearing.
Opinion is privileged as fair comment only if it's based on established fact and is the honestly held opinion
of the writer, not someone he or she is quoting.

